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PREFACE

This report covers the activities related to the description, classification and analysis of the
types and kinds of flight crew errors, incidents and actions, as reported to the Aviation Safety
Reporting System (ASRS) database. These actions can occur as a result of the use of Flight
Management Systems (FMS) to fly within the National Airspace System (NAS).

The material presented in this report is based on 63 reports selected from the 1989 ASRS
database and 36 reports selected from the 1988 ASRS database. An additional 30 reports
from the 1988 database have been selected, however, they have not been completely ana
lyzed as of this report. It is intended that they will be added as an addendum to this report. In
addition, a selected number of 1990 and 1991 ASRS reports may also be included in the
addendum.

This report was completed under the direction ofVolpe National Transportation Systems
Center (VNTSC) Program Manager M. Stephen Huntley, Jr. Research for the report andits
preparationwere conducted by Robert S. Dodd, Donald Eldredge and Susan Mangold, of
Battelle, Columbus, Ohio.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report covers the activities related to the description, classification and analysis of the
types and kinds of flight crew errors, incidents and actions, as reported to the Aviation Safety
Reporting System (ASRS) database. These actions can occur as aresult of the use ofFlight
Management Systems (FMSs) to fly within the National Airspace System (NAS).

The Analysis of the ASRS FMS-related database reports was conducted for the purpose of
determining the types and kinds of design-induced problems that flight crews are having with
FMSs that can result in the occurrence of errors, incidents and other operational problems. It
was believed that review of these reports would provide auseful background and understand
ing of the FMS use domain (i.e., the flight environment) and offerawindow into the cockpit
setting. This wouldenable the identification of categories of difficultiesthat flight crews
appear to havewith the FMS and its subsystems. Those elementsof the FMS operational
logic thatare identifiedas potentially problematic will thenbe investigated in moredetail in
the Description and Characterization Study that is also ongoing. The Descriptionand Char
acterization Study is intended to providea conceptual framework and methodology for the
analysis of the human-computer interface and operational logic embodied in current FMSs.
The product of that study will be a seriesof reports describing the results of comparisons
between currentFMSs with respect to procedures for performing common tasks, screen and
keyboardlayoutandinformation presentation, andthe logic used to integrate individual FMS
subsystems into a coherent system. These comparisons will serve as an important basis for
attempting to assess relationships between the designofFMS procedures andlogic, andease
of use from the crew's perspective. Together, these two documents will result in a clearer
understanding of the design-related FMS contributors to pilot error.

The review and analysis of the ASRS database reports indicates thattheredoes exist a sig
nificant number of operational and design-induced problems with these systems thathave
resulted in human/system performance errors. In mostcases these errors resulted in viola
tionsof airspace, eitherlaterally orvertically. The most frequently reported resultwas the
inability to meetaltitude restrictions. This wasdueto either notrecognizing orunderstanding
the current status of the automation, or not beingableto program/re-program the FMS in a
timely and correct manner. This indicates that FMSs are notoptimally designed from a
human-computer interface perspective because theprocedures required to program theFMS,
[the screen information presented on theFlight Management Computer Control/Display Unit
(FMC/CDU), andthe organization of information], are provided by otherfeedback sources.
As currently designed, the FMS does not"lead" thepilot in terms of the expected series of
steps that must beperformed to accomplish the expected goal orend result. Furthermore, the
placement of thevarious information sources that provide feedback to thepilot, has notbeen
optimized, and requires significant visual and cognitive workload toobtain and understand
the necessary information.

The data and crew observations, analyzed and presented in thisreport, have served to point
outtheexistence of certain design/system weaknesses associated withtheuseof this equip
ment by the flight crews. These weaknesses result in programming errors, airspace viola-
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tions, and not being able to effectively comply with ATC requested flight path changes. The
primary areas of concern are related to the pilot's interface with the equipment itself, as well
as the interface to the ATC system. The implementing ofthe short-term ATC clearance
requirements require the flight crew to program/re-program (or activate the automation
control algorithms) the FMS in atimely manner to accomplish the intended objective.

The implications from these findings are that FMS designers, implementors, and integrators
need to consider restructuring their FMS user-machine interface software routines (including
individual screens, screen linkage, navigation logic, and automation selection/implementa
tion logic). This will ensure that the flight crew's ability to respond to short-term ATC
clearances is not overly impacted by FMS-induced cognitive demands at points ofhigh
workload.

Avariety of tools and methodologies, currently available in the user-interface and cognitive
engineering domains, offer potentially valuable means for assessing the usability ofvarious
aspects of the FMS. Tools such as the GOMS Model Methodology, Modified Petri Nets, and
Operational Sequence Diagrams, when applied to the FMS logic and structure, can provide a
useful framework for analyzing the common features and procedures across the various
FMSs. These analysis can result in the development ofrecommendations for the design/re
design ofstandardized interfaces, procedures, and placement ofcritical information. In
addition, the use of such tools may also point out the need for specific training materials and
curriculum that will ensure the proper usage of the FMS equipment by the flight crews.

The material in this report was developed using data from NASA's Aviation Safety Reporting
System database. The reports in the database have been voluntarily submitted, primarily by
flight crew members or other participants in the Aviation System and, as such, they reflect
certain reporting biases. These data and materials may not be entirely representative of types
and number of occurrences that actually occur, consequently, theapplication of statistical
tools to thesedata shouldbe treated with care. However, the reports provideanexcellent
source of qualitative information and, as such, offer auseful picture of the nature and types
of problems that are occurring as aresult of using FMSs in the flight environment.
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1. SUMMARY

This report documents a portion of the workaccomplished under DOT/VNTSC contract
DTRS-57-89-D00086 (RA 0008), Work Order #2,entitled "Flight Management System
Description/Characterization," during theperiod October, 1990 toJuly, 1991.

1.1 Scope

This report coversthe activities related to the description, classification andanalysis of the
types andkinds of flight crewerrors, incidents andactions, asreported to the Aviation Safety
Reporting System (ASRS) database. These actions can occuras a resultof the use ofFlight
Management Systems (FMSs) to fly within the National Airspace System (NAS).

1.2 Purpose

The analysisof the ASRS FMS-related database reportswas conducted for the purposeof
determining the types and kinds of design-induced problems that flight crews arehaving with
FMSs that can result in the occurrenceof errors, incidents and other operationalproblems. It
was believed that review of these reports would provide a useful background and understand
ing of the FMS use domain (i.e., the flight environment) and offer a window into the cockpit
setting. This would enable the identification of categories of difficulties that flight crews
appearto have with the FMS and its subsystems. Those elements of the FMS operational
logic that are identified as potentiallyproblematic will then be investigated in more detail in
the Description and Characterization Study that is also ongoing. The Description and Char
acterization Study is intended to provide a conceptual framework andmethodology for the
analysisof the human-computerinterfaceandoperational logic embodied in currentFMSs.
The product of that study will be a series ofreports describing the resultsof comparisons
betweencurrent FMSs with respect to procedures for performing common tasks, screen and
keyboard layoutandinformation presentation, andthe logic used to integrate individual FMS
subsystemsinto a coherentsystem. These comparisons will serve as an important basis for
attempting to assess relationships between the design of FMS procedures and logic, andease
of use fromthe crew'sperspective. Together, the products from the ASRS Database Study
andthe Description andCharacterization Study will contribute to a clearer understanding of
the design-related FMS contributors to pilot error.

1.3 Results

The reviewand analysis of the ASRS database reports indicates that there does exist a sig
nificantnumber of operational and design-induced problems with these systems thathave
resulted in human/system performance errors. In most cases, theseerrors resulted in vio
lations of airspace, eitherlaterally or vertically. The most frequently reported resultwas the
inability to meet altitude restrictions. This wasdueto either notrecognizing orunderstanding
the current status of the automation, or not being ableto program/re-program the FMS in a
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timely and correct manner. This indicates that FMSs are not optimally designed from a
human-computer interface perspective because the procedures required to program the FMS,
[the screen information presented on the Flight Management Computer Control/Display Unit
(FMC/CDU), and the organization ofinformation], are provided by other feedback sources.
As currently designed, the FMS does not "lead" the pilot in terms of the expected series of
steps that must be performed to accomplish the expected goal or end result. Furthermore, the
placement of the various information sources that provide feedback to the pilot, has not been
optimized, and requires significant visual and cognitive workload to obtain and understand
the necessary information.

1.4 Work In Progress

The material presented in this report is based on 63 reports selected from the 1989 ASRS
database and 36 reports selected from the 1988 ASRS database. An additional 30 reports
from the 1988 database have beenselected, however, they have not been completely ana
lyzed as of this report. It is intended that they will be added as an addendum to this report. In
addition, a selected number of 1990 and 1991 ASRS reports may also be included in the
addendum.

1.5 Conclusions

The reports contained in the ASRS database provide an excellent source for ascertaining the
nature and scope of the problems that flight crews are currently experiencing in using the
FMS to control their flight path (both laterally and vertically) under normal flight conditions.
The information contained in this database is unique in that it provides a "snapshot," from the
pilot's perspective, ofthe types and kinds ofproblems/errors that are being experienced in
attempting to use the high levels ofautomation that characterize today's modern transport
aircraft cockpit.

The data and crew observations, analyzed and presented in this report, have served topoint
out the existence ofcertain design/system weaknesses associated with the use of this equip
ment by the flight crews. These weaknesses result inprogramming errors, airspace viola
tions, and not being able toeffectively comply with ATC requested flight path changes. The
primary areas ofconcern are related tothe pilot's interface with the equipment itself, aswell
as the interface to the ATC system. The implementing of the short-term ATC clearance
requirements require the flight crew to program/re-program (or activate the automation
control algorithms) the FMS in a timely manner toaccomplish the intended objective.

The implications from these findings are that FMS designers, implementors, and integrators
need toconsider restructuring their FMS user-machine interface software routines (including
individual screens, screen linkage, navigation logic, andautomation selection/implementa
tion logic). This will ensure that the flight crew's ability to respond to short-term ATC
clearances is not overly impacted by FMS-induced cognitive demands atpoints of high
workload.
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The issues raised in this study suggest the need to conduct further studies that will result in
the criticaldescription andcharacterization of the currentpilot/automation interface,in order
to:

• Ensure that the both the retrofit and next generation of FMS equipment rectify the
current design problems thatare contributing to the occurrence of pilot error;

• Ensurethat information presentation is accurate andunderstandable in terms of what
the automation is doing, or is expected to do; and

• Satisfy the flight crew's needs to be able to implement short-term modifications to the
flight planin anefficient, safe, andpredictable way, through the introduction of
improved V NAV algorithms and more exact controlof the automation parameters.

In orderto accomplish the objectivesof the overall description andcharacterization task, the
problems identifiedabove, as well as otherless critical (but perhaps contributing) factors,
need to be examined and evaluatedin terms of the usageof common features shared by all
FMSs, including:

• Navigational tools such as mode select and line select keys;
• The mode control panel interface logicas it is usedto control level of automation

(flight director, autopilot, V NAV/L NAV);
• Screen information content and placement;
• Information feedback display content and placement;
• Potential alternative keying logics.

A varietyof tools andmethodologies, currently available in the user-interface andcognitive
engineering domains, offer potentially valuable means forassessing the usability of various
aspects of theFMS. Tools such astheGOMS Model Methodology, Modified Petri Nets,and
Operational Sequence Diagrams, when applied to the FMS logicand structure, canprovide a
useful framework foranalyzing thecommon features andprocedures across the various
FMSs. These analysis can result in thedevelopment ofrecommendations for the design/re
design of standardized interfaces, procedures, andplacement of critical information. In
addition, the use of such toolsmay alsopointout the need for specifictraining materials and
curriculum thatwill ensure the proper usage of the FMS equipmentby the flight crews.

1.6 Limitations

The material in this report was developed usingdata from NASA's Aviation Safety Report
ing System database. The reports in thedatabase havebeenvoluntarily submitted, primarily
by flight crewmembers orother participants in the Aviation System and, as such, they reflect
certain reporting biases. These data and materials may notbe entirely representative of types
andnumberof occurrences thatactually occur. Consequently, the application of statistical
tools to these data should be treated with care. However, the reports provide an excellent
source of qualitative information and, as such, offer a useful picture of the nature andtypes
of problemsthatareoccurring as aresultof usingFMSs in the flight environment
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2. INTRODUCTION

FlightManagement Systems (FMSs) play a criticalrole in the performance of a numberof
flight tasks, including navigation and maintenance of desiredaircraft position, attitude, and
orientation; and aircraftperformance optimization. FMSs are highlyintegratedsystems,
consisting of a number of subsystems including FlightManagement Computers (FMC's), the
FMC Control/Display Unit (CDU), the modecontrolpanel (MCP), the Autothrottle System,
the Attitude Director Indicator, and the Software Database. Because they are currently being
designed and built by a host of manufacturers, it is likely thatFMSsdiffer withregard to the
automation philosophy drivingthe operation of their functions, the architecture and logicof
their software, and the rules and procedures required to operate the system.

From the perspective of the flightcrew,differences in the rules and procedures for using the
system, together with variations in system responses to crew actions, are, of course, the
primary concern. Under normal conditions, such differences are simply a nuisance. Under
time critical conditions, these differences can impact the flight crew's ability to respond
effectively, especially when they increase the complexityof the task, inhibit the flight crew's
ability to utilize the capabilities of the FMS, and consequently, increase the flight crew's
workload.

At the present time, feedback concerningoperational complexities and problems associated
with the use of FMSs is not generallyreported, except when an incident occurs that results in
the submission of a report to the ASRS. The purpose of this report is to extract basic FMS-
related knowledge from the ASRS reports, and then to make assessments concerning the
underlying causes of the reported problems. This knowledge can then be used as critical
guidance for identifying those aspects ofFMS use that appear to cause the greatest difficulty
for the flight crew. Problem areas can then be analyzed in greater detail, by means of a
description/characterization analysis of current FMSs, in order to better identify the un
derlying design or procedural issues that may have contributed to the occurrence of reported
incidents. In addition, by comparing the logic and procedures of current FMSs, it may be
possible to specify those approaches, actually in use, that are more likely to encourage the
occurrence of flight crew problems.
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3. APPROACH

A total of282 FMS-related reports, describing incidents reported to ASRS that occurred
during 1988 and 1989, were retrieved from the ASRS database using FMS-related search
terms. From these 282 reports, 129reports were selectedon the basis of the reported incident
having arisen, at least in part, because of crew problems with the FMS. To this point, 99 of
these reports have been reviewed in detail, and this report represents the analysis of those
reports.

Certain statisticalqualifications must be remembered when ASRS data are used. All ASRS
data, including those used in this study, are submitted voluntarily by the reporter and may
reflect reporting biases; as such, they constitute a non-randomsample population of aviation
incidents andevents. Further, the reportsusedin this studyhave beenselected because the
reporter clearly described some type of connection to FMS use. It is possible that some
reported incidents that were excluded from study did, in fact, include a contributing role of
the FMS but failed to be included in the analyzedsample. Consequently, the reports cited in
this study shouldnot be considered a randomsampleof all FMS-related incidentreports in
the ASRS database.

The reports in this sample were reviewed andevaluated using 12 incidentdescriptive cate
goriesassociated withFMS-related incidents that weredeveloped through the initialeval
uationof over 300 ASRS reportsgathered fromthe years 1986through 1989. These cate
gories wereidentified based upon an extensive review of the ASRS reports andotherFMS-
related technical literature, and are considered to be descriptive of the types of problems that
are encountered by the flight crews as theyinterface with the various elements of theFMS.
These categories are listed in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1. FMS Incident Descriptive Categories

1) Keyboard errors made by flight crew in inputting data
2) Logic errors made by flightcrew in inputtingdata
3) Systemperformance errors- attributed to hardware errors/failures
4) Systemperformance errors- attributed to software mistakes/design problems
5) Errorsof expectation/interpretation by the flightcrew - ATC logic related
6) Errors of expectation/interpretation by the flight crew- FMS logicrelated
7) Errors due to ATC/crew high workload - above 10,000ft.
8) Errors due to ATC/crew high workload - below 10,000 ft
9) Mode control panel(MCP)/automation control selection errors madeby flight

crew

10) FMS/MCP interaction errors
11) Errors related to pre-stored database/company routes
12) Training/flight crew proficiency related errors/performance problems
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These incident descriptive categories are not mutually exclusive inthat the same incident can
fit into more than one category. Also, they reflect a first attempt ataclassification scheme
and are clearly operational in nature. The decision was made to use an operational classifica
tion scheme inthe preliminary phase of the analysis inorder toavoid bias that can arise
through inferring beyond what is said inthe report itself. Because incident reporters rarely
base their explanations ofwhat happened on human factors/cognitive causes (two exceptions
being "high workload" and "distraction"), acategorization scheme organized around human
factors/cognitive factors would necessarily involve inference onthe part of the report ana
lysts. Because ofthe preliminary stage in which these analyses have been performed, it was
felt that analyses based on inference are premature. However, itwas quickly discovered that
an operational categorization scheme failed to encompass what the authors came to believe
was "really going on." Consequently, the operational categorization scheme has been
supplemented by a set ofmore general "problems" categories that attempt todescribe causes
oferrors that go beyond the purely operational. These categories begin toget at the more
human factors/cognitive types oferror causes but are probably best described asoperating at
the level of pilot explanations of problems.

[Note: Technically, the terms "FMS" and "FMC" can both beused torefer to that part ofthe
FMS used to control V NAV andL NAV. For thepurposes of thispaper, however, the term
"FMS" is used torefer to the Flight Management System as a whole, including the autopilot,
flight director, and Flight Management Computer. "FMC" is used specifically torefer tothe
subsystem that controls V NAV and L NAV, that is, the coupling of the FMC with the
autopilot, with theFMC/CDU as the crew's interface to this subsystem.]
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4. FINDINGS

Inthis section, the findings based onthe review of the 99selected reports are described.
Incidents fall into two main categories: Those that arose because ofcrew error and those that
appear tobe due to hardware or software malfunctioning. Flight crew-related errors are
discussed in Section4.1 with hardware/software errorspresentedin Section4.2.

4.1 Crew-Related Errors

In this section, crew-related errors are addressed from two perspectives. Section 4.1.1 sum
marizes the data concerning types ofcrew errors and the conditions under which these errors
tend tooccur. Section 4.1.2 offers a more qualitative approach to the ASRS reports and
describes some possible contributing causes forthe occurrence of these incidents.

4.1.1 Descriptive Summaries

This section of the report presents summaries of the data that pertain to three analyses:

• Number of incidents for each type ofcrew error,
• Number of incidents thought tobecaused, at least inpart, byeither high workload or

insufficient training;
• Number of incidents as a function of phase of flight.

4.1.1.1 Types andFrequency of Crew Action-Based Errors

Table 4-1 presents a descriptive summary of the number of incidents that were based, at least
inpart, onactions (orlack of action) onthe part of the crew. These errors often arose be
cause of theflight crews' expectation that theFMS would perform in a particular way, fora
given set ofcommands or selected operations. When it did notperform as expected, thecrew
often expressed surprise at the end result.

The IncidentDescription Categories, used in Table 4-1, are defined as follows:

• Keyboard errors made while inputting data usually involved a straightforward errorof
inputting information that was wrong, such as an incorrect navigation fix or
mis-keying the data during entry and not catching it before execution.

• Logic errors usuallyinvolved the flightcrew enteringdata in a formator form that the
FMC would not recognize, or the pilot not understandingthe underlying limitations
of the system when he or she tried to enter the data.

• Errors of expectation/interpretation that were ATC-relateddealt primarily with errors
in the crew's understanding of how the FMS would respond to modifications that
affect the aircraft's vertical or lateral path. This class of errors is referred to as ATC-
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related because thesemodifications are typically madein response to ATC clear
ances.

• Errorsof expectation/interpretation that wererelated to the FMS logic involve crew
misunderstanding of the FMSitself, that is, how thevarioussubsystems thatcomprise
the FMS can be used and modified.

• Modecontrolpanel/automation controlselection errorsinvolved incorrectselection
or modification of an automation level by means of the mode control panel.

The data presented in Table 4-1 suggest the same underlying problem:The crew fails to
operate the FMS properly and, at the same time, fails to catch the error before an incident
occurs. The following example demonstrates this pattern in a case where the flight crew
received a multiple clearance from ATC and became confused when they tried to re-program
theFMC/CDU.

(130700)1 "We were assigned aheading, altitude and airspeed change (by ATC)
all at once. The first officer was flying, the aircraft was on autopilot and the FMS
was controlling the autopilot We were assigned 250 knots at 7,000 feet They
slowed us to 210 knots and the first officer entered the command in the FMS. A

couple of minutes later, ATC slowed us again to 170 knots. The confusion occurred
when we saw the aircraft was still doing nearly 250 knots! It had not slowed down.
We entered the altitude change, begandescending, and wereplaying 'What's it doing
now?' game to determine why it hadn't slowedas commanded. .. .Time lost trying to
decide what it's up to put us behind the aircraft."

These data appear to argue for the need for the crew to continuously monitor and pay atten
tion to the FMS, even when the FMS is in a fully automated mode and has apparently ac
cepted the flight crewcommand inputs. Thesimplicity of this statement, however, is ques
tionable and will be reviewed in the Section 4.1.2.

Table 4-1. Flight Crew FMS Actions/Errors

Category Incident Description Citations

1 Keyboard errors made byflight crew in inputting data 15
2 Logic errors made by flight crew in inputting data 3
5 Errors of expectation/interpretation bythe flight crew - 12

ATC related

6 Errors of expectation/interpretation bythe flight crew - 27
FMS logic related

9 Mode control panel (MCP)/automation control selection 18
errors made by flight crew
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4.1.12 Temporal Contributors to Crew-Based Errors

Two major factors, of a temporal nature, that contribute to success in using the FMS are:

• preparedness of the flight crew tointerface with the FMS and make the necessary
actions required to use the system, (i.e. training)

• conditions during the flight that contribute to the crew's ability to use the FMS (i.e.
workload)

The data in Table 4-2 summarize the information from the ASRS reports in which the flight
crew indicated thata high workload element or flight crew training element contributed to, or
was involved in, theincident Workload wasonly included in this table if it wasdirectly
cited by the reporter, orit was clear that the pilots orATC were unusually busy. Those
citations for workload above 10,000 feet usually occurred in the middle altitudes below the
flight level altitudes. The pilots' inability todeal with the FMS was often attributed to a high
workloadlevel, either from ATC or weather, whichdid not allow them time to concentrate
on FMS programmingor trouble shooting.

High workload errors for ATC and flight crews relating toFMS errors were stratified - above
and below 10,000 feet - togain some insight onworkload patterns. 10,000 feet was selected
as a cut-off since, technically, thehighest level of automation, which involves using the
FMC) is notsupposed to be modified below 10,000 feet. If modifications arerequired, the
crew aresupposed touse a different automation level, such as flight director orautopilot. It
is interesting to note thatat least sixcrews chose to ignore thispolicy andattempted to use
the FMC automation.

Ofgreater interest is thecomparison between workload above 10,000 feet and insufficient
training asa contributing factor tothe occurrence of the incident Training and flight crew
proficiency related error were only cited if it was clear, from the reports, that they could be
considered contributing factors to the event occurrence.

Based upon thedatain this table, insufficient training and workload areequally likely to be
citedas a contributor. This suggests thatcrews find that theautomation doesnot helpin

Table 4-2. Associated Incident Events and Precursors

Category IncidentDescription Citations

7 Errors due to ATC/crew high workload-above 10,000ft. 11
8 Errors due to ATC/crew high workload-below 10,000ft. 6
12 Training/flightcrew proficiencyrelated errors/performance 12

problems.
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Table 4-3. Phase ofFlight

Phase of Flight Gtations

Climb 21

SID 6

Enroute 14

Transition 2

Crossing Restriction 40

Descent 10

STAR 4

Approach 2

Holding Pattern 6

reducing workload and the system itself requires considerable experience to be effectively
used.

4.1.1.3 Phase ofFlight

The data in Table 4-3 describe the reported point, in the progress of a flight, that the FMS
error was discovered and/or the incident occurred. It does not necessarily represent the point
where the initial error occurred. For example, an erroneous holding pattern being included in
the navigation database provided with the FMS, is an error whichlikelyoccurredbefore the
airplane wasfirst flown, by this crew,and on thisroute. The error mayonly be discovered
some timelater when the flightcrewperforms the operations necessary to implement the
ATC instructions and fly that particular holding pattern.

This table, however, doesprovide someinsightas to wheretheseflightcrewsexperienced
theirdifficulties. Of particularnote is the significant percentage(72%) of the reports in
volvingaltitude changes(climb, descent andcrossing restrictions). The verticalnavigation
operation of the FMSs, and/orthe flightcrew's understanding of thiscapability, is certainly
an area that deserves closer attention in terms of potential re-design.

4.1.2 "Problems" Categories

Reading the actual incident reports suggests that the types of statistics justdescribed donot
give a complete picture of contributors to,andcauses, of crew errors. There appear to be
difficulties faced by thecrew thatarenotreflected in these statistics. Based on thereports,
theseproblems appear to fall into eightbasiccategories:

1. Raw Data and FMS/Aircraft Status Verification
2. FMS Algorithmic "Behavior"
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3. ImproperUse of the FMC Automation Level
4. FMC Programming Demands
5. MultipleFMCPage Monitoring Requirements
6. Complex ATC Clearances
7. Complex FMC/CDUTasks
8. Lack of Adequate Pilot Training

These problemareas are described below.

4.12.1 Raw Data and FMSIAircraft Status Verification

A common observation by the majority of the pilots submitting these reports was the belief
that they did not have enough information about what theFMS was doing tobeable to
effectively monitor thesystem. This was particularly problematic when thepilots were very
busy and could not spend the extra time needed to focus onthe FMS and/or the aircraft.
Essentially, once they enter data orcommands into the system, they must assume any or all
of the following:

• That the data entered is correct;
• That the intended operation will be executed correctly; and,
• That it will be executed at the proper time.

There is usually noeasy method for pilots tomonitor the system's progress ortoknow if the
data/commands they entered will work as planned until the action orerror occurs. The ASRS
reports appear to indicate that this is particularly troublesome when the flight crew get busy
and lose their ability to focus onwhat the FMS is doing. This reported lack of situational
awareness or"beingin the loop" is particularly difficult for mostpilots since their basic
flight training has usually emphasized maintaining an awareness of what the airplane is
doing, and what it is likely todonext. This is sometimes described as "staying ahead of the
airplane." One pilotdescribed the experience as follows:

(123705) "We wereinstructed to cross Holey intersection at 11,000 feet. I was
flying the aircraft coupled on theautopilot I programmed thecorrect data intothe
FMCand selected 11,000 on themodecontrol panel. The aircraft indicated a topof
descent point in 17 miles. Having confidence in thesystem, I switched attention to
creating waypoints for approach and appropriate runway. I thought to myself 'We
should have started down by now'; we were 10miles from the intersection and
13,000 feet Immediately, I started arapid descent and we crossed Holey at 12,500
feet. My point is thatI have almost 3,000 hours in the airplane and I amvery knowl
edgeable in itsoperation, but pilots cannot relyon thecomputers to fly theaircraft."

The reported lack of trust in the FMS that arose from this incident was mirrored in many of
the other reports reviewed for this study. Although notcited specifically, it was clear that
many of the pilots submitting these reports were, and still are, receptive to the additional
sophistication and efficiency represented by the FMS, but have quickly become mistrustful
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when theyexperienced errors, irrespective of the cause. The concluding statement in many
of thereports is "userawdatabackup to verify theperformance of theFMS." Forexample:

(88652) "Took off from JFK runway 31L on a 'Kennedy 1 Departure, Breezy
Point Climb.' At 400 feet we turned left to proceed to CRIVOR. When turn towards
CRI was initiated, I selected a Direct to CRI in the flight FMC. Captain followed the
command bars on the HSI which showed a course straight ahead. Controller asked
where we were heading. He advisedthat CRI was in our 9 o'clock positionand gave
us a left turn to 220 degrees. The map on our HSI shifted and CRI VOR showed
correctly... In the future, I intend to have one pilot in VOR mode on HSI with VOR
manually selected to absolutely verify the accuracy of the departure routing."

However, monitoring the "raw data" is not as simple as it would appear. To adequately
monitor all of the relevant data can mean scanning a number of different flight instruments
(FMC/CDU, the modecontrolpanel, the Attitude DirectorIndicator, etc.) and thencorrectly
integrating this information so as to construct an accurate picture of theFMS/aircraft's status.

(86946)"The first officer was flying this leg. Initially we were cleared to cross
Kubbs intersection at 10,000 feet. First officer was inserting data into the Perfor
mance Management Systemto let the aircraftdo it... I was expectingKubbs at
10,000 feet because other flights on the frequency had been assigned it... I an
nounced to the first officer the miles to the crossing point and the number of thousand
feet we had to lose. He then went to Vertical Speed Mode, closed the throttles and
fully extended speed brakes. The controller then gave us descent to 11,000feet...
The MLG (mediumlarge transport) was descendingquite rapidly. Because of the
high sink rate and close crossing restriction, I was watching my flight instruments
quiteclosely. MyFlight ModeAnnunciator was showing Altitude Capture as being
armeduntil we approached 10,000 feet. At that point, it dropped off. We went
through 10,000 feet at a fairly high rateof sink. At 9,900 feet I pulled back on the
yoke, the first officerrearmed the Altitude Preselect The airplane continued to
descend. I disengaged the autopilot andstopped thedescent at 9,800with an abrupt
jerk back on theyoke. I got theairplane back to 10,000 feet, trimmed andat the
correct speed, looked upandsaw11,000 feet in theAltitude Preselect window. Since
the first officerhad been flying with the autopilot ON, he had beenresetting the
ALTs. I goteverything setup, re-engaged theautopilot and gave theairplane back to
the first officer... The Altitude Preselect window is far away from viewing range
especially from the leftseat It would benice to have anAltitude Preselect repeater
in the Flight Mode Annunciator or somewhere close to the flight instruments. Also, it
seems difficult sometimes to know how far to let the automatic equipment go or when
to stepin andtake command of the situation..."

Not surprisingly, monitoring the raw data can be especially difficult for the more inexperi
enced pilot:

(108752) "Descent from FL200 to 12,000 feet using the FMC nav and autopilot.
Atapproximately 15,000 feet enter the tops (of the clouds) and encountered moderate
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to severeturbulence, heavyrain. Almost simultaneously, ATC clearedus to cross40
southwest LRP at 12,000 feet LRP not available immediately due to not being on
auto-selecton the VOR, and (fix) off screenon the CRT. Captain (pilot not flying)
scrambled to find theairway chartto getthe VOR frequency while I gotengine
anti-ice and ignition turned on. Thecaptain began adjusting radarto find out why we
were getting heavy rain and turbulence. When DME finally locked onLRP, it read
31 miles (southwest of LRP). I deployed spoilers andturned off theautothrust. Rain
and turbulence worsened in descent As we approached 12,000,1observed airspeed
decreasing. Notimmediately realizing, dueto concern about theextreme turbulence,
that theautopilot was leveling theaircraft at 12,000. Without auto thrust being
available, I turned off theautopilot. Theaircraft was trimmed nose down andcontin
ued descentbelow 12,000. The captain realized the problem and immediately called
out altitude. Flew the aircraftback to 12,000and reengagedthe autopilot... Contrib
uting factors: Proficiency -1 amjunioron (this aircraft), have been mostly assigned
for thelast sixmonths as reliefpilotor with restricted captain. Consequently, I flew
one leg in October, twoin November, one in December, nonein January, one in
February and none in March. Thiswas my sixth leg in sixmonths... ATCprocedure
- assignment of a crossing restriction only 10milesfrom the crossingfix, usinga
navaid which is behind an aircraft using FMC equipment imposed an excessive
workload on the crew with too little time to set it up... ATC should avoid short range
crossingrestrictions. Controllers should be trained on theoperational characteristics
of FMC (equipped) aircraft."

Clearly, the issue of knowing what the FMS is going to do is a critical issue. Consequently,
an important part of the FMS Description/Characterization analysis will involve looking at
what data are available to the crew for monitoring FMS/aircraft status, how easy it is to
access this data, and how informative the data are for accurately assessing future FMS "be
havior."

4.122 FMSAlgorithmic "Behavior"

The verification process is compounded by the fact that in many cases, by the time the crew
is able to detect tiiat the FMS is not going to respond correctly, it may be too late to compen
sate. FMS response is determined not only by crew inputs but also by software algorithms
that define when to initiate the inputs made by the crew. These algorithms are designed in
accordance with a variety of criteria, one of which is to optimize aircraft performance so as
to minimize fuel usage. However, these algorithms can create problems for the crew, as is
shown by the substantial number of ASRS reports that involved vertical navigation. The
referenced reports often dealt with problems such as altitudes not being captured, crossing
restrictions not being met, and climb and descent rates being excessive. As Table 4-3
showed, crossing restrictions not met represent 40% of all flight phase categories in these 99
reports.

In many of the reports, an altitude excursion was the result of the FMS not performing as
expected,or the flight crew not recognizing that the FMS was not workingproperlyor was
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mis-programmed. It is likely that manyof these incidentsoccur becausethe FMS algorithms
are designed to level off the aircraft at the last minute. If the flight crew missed the 900-foot
and 300-foot cues that signal approaching the selected altitude, this leveling off is the major
cue to the crew that the desired altitude will be acquired. The last-minute nature of the
leveling-off process, coupled with missing the altitude alert cues, means that the crew knows
a problemhas occurredonly when the airplanedoes not leveloff, at which time it is probably
too late to perform any actions that can prevent the altitude deviation. One pilot described
the experience this way:

(125410) "On departure, we were cleared to climb to 12,000 feet, but we had an
altitude deviation and climbed to 12,450 before returning to our assigned altitude of
12,000. At 11,000,1 called 1,000 to go and then looked back outside to clear for
traffic in the turn. I looked back inside and saw that we were at 11,800 climbing at
4,000 feet per minute (fpm). I pushed forward on the yoke the same time I said
' 12,000'... This aircraft is a popular modern transport with an excellent thrust to
weight ratio, glass cockpit, auto throttles, FMC's, the works. With this aircraft's
power it has quite a good climb rate and the automated systems fly the aircraft ex
ceptionally well, but they do not climb or descend the aircraft according to the
Airman's Information Manual (AIM). It is not at all unusual to approach within
300-400 feet of an altitude at 4,000 fpm. The computer will capture the altitude with
about a 1.25 G pull or a .75 G pushover so that the passengers don't really feel it... I
feel that if the AIM descent and climb rates were programmed into the computer that
would be a better system. That way, high vertical speed in the last 1,000 feet would
be the exception and not the rule and much more likely to result in a timely level off
instead of an altitude bust. After all, it would take more that 30 seconds to overfly/
underfly an altitude by the magic 300 feet at 500 fpm as opposed to only slightly
more that 4 seconds it would take at 4,000 fpm."

This type of algorithmcan encouragethe occurrence of altitudeexcursions since it does not
leave much room for error compensation. The pilot's recommendation for a modification to
the altitude capturelogicof the autofiight system to slow the climbrate for the last 1,000 feet
appears reasonable when the performance of this particular aircraft is considered.

4.12.3 Improper Use ofthe FMCAutomation Level

TheFMS is a complex system supporting several levels of automation thatcan be used for
controlling the aircraft. Reading theASRS reports, however, suggests thatthe crewdo not
always take bestadvantage of these automation levels. Several ASRS reports show that the
crewtendto relyonlyon theFMCto control the aircraft. The FMC, however, is intended for
long-term control of theaircraft. In cases requiring more immediate response from the
aircraft, betterautomation choicesare the flightdirector, the autopilot, or even manual
control if the temporal response is critical. The following report describes the problem:

(112925)".. .Centerclearedus to crossLendyat FL230. The Captainpro
grammed theFMC for this crossing just as the#1 flight attendant came intothe
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cockpit tocomplain about something. Neither oneof usnoticed the FMC reverted to
speed mode from V NAV pathmode. About 15milefrom Lendy, I noticed we were
much toohigh to make the restriction... Center then cleared us to cross LGA at
FL190 at 250knots. TheCaptain began programming theFMCwhen we should
have started right down. Asa result, we had tomake a high speed descent toFL190
to make altitudeand we could not slowdown to 250 knots. The Captaincommented
that he always tells new co-pilots tobegin the descent before programming the FMC
if there isany doubt about making the restriction... We did not fly the airplane first
and program the FMC second. We relied too much onthe FMC ina situation where
they require too much input and monitoring and increase the workload."

Based onthis report, it would appear that pilots who went toa manual reversion early, either
byhand flying the airplane using raw data or by obtaining raw navigation data for back-up
purposes, didthebest in rninimizing theFMS-related incident. Those pilots who reported
thattheycontinued to tryandprogram theFMC/CDU and/or "troubleshoot" the system,
while trying tofly the aircraft and meet the clearance objectives, appeared tobethe ones who
quickly found that the incident had progressed toanuncomfortable stage. Fortunately or
unfortunately, it would appear thatexperience (i.e., time with thesystem) is theonly way to
compensate forthedifficulties associated with using theFMS automation features to perform
"short-term" ATC clearance procedures or maneuvers.

Thequestion arises as to why crews arereluctant to use automation levels other than the
FMC. In at least one case, the reason was obvious. The captain insisted that the first officer
use the FMC becausethe company's policy was always to use it. In other cases, however,
the reason is notobvious. One possible reason may bethe flight crew's difficulty in moving
between automation levels, especially in moving fromflight-director or autopilot control to
FMCcontrol. This hypothesis needs to beaddressed in greater detail in thedescription/
characterization study.

Improper useof theFMCautomation level can also include nonstandard procedures, as in the
following example:

(122778) "We were cleared to cross 40 NM west ofLinden VOR to maintain
FL270. The captain and I began discussing the best method to program the CDU to
allow the performance management systemto descend the aircraft. We had a differ
ence of opinion on how to best accomplish this task (since we are trained to use all
possible on-board performance systems). We wanted to use the aircraft's capabilities
to its fullest. As a result a late descent was started using conventional autopilot
capabilities (vertical speed, maximum indicated mach/airspeed and speed brakes).
Near the end of descent, the aircraft was descending at 340 KIAS and 6000 feet-per-
minute rate of descent. The aircraft crossed the fix approximately 250-500 feet high.
Unfortunately, we made no call to ATC to advise them of the possibility of not
meeting the required altitude/fix. This possible altitude excursion resulted because:
(1) captain and first officer had differences of opinion on how to program the descent.
A) Both thought their method was best: the captain's of programming (fooling) the
computer to believe anti-ice would be used during descent which starts the descent
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earlier; the first officer's of subtracting five milesfromthe nav fix andprogramming
the computer to cross five milesprior to Linden at FL270. B) A minor personality
clash betweenthe captain and first officer broughtabout by differences of opinion on
general flying duties, techniques of flying and checklist discipline. C) Time wasted
by both captain and first officer (especially first officer) in incorrectly programming
CDU and FMS for descent, which obviously wasted time at level flight, which should
have been used for descent. Observation: as a pilot for a large commercial carrier at
its largest base, we seldom fly with the same cockpit crew member. This normally
does not create a problem. I do, however, feel that with the "new generation" glass
cockpits being on the property approximately six years; this can cause a bit more
difficult transition than, say month to month cockpit crew change on a 727 or pre-
EFIS DC-9. I have flown commercially for 10 years, and have flown two-man crew
aircraft for eight of those 10. The toughest transition for me is to determine who
shares pilot flying and pilot-not-flying duties. This historically (3 years) has been
most difficult when the other crew member has transferred from a 3-man cockpit to a
2-man "glass cockpit." This is especially pertinent when the crew member has been
on a 3-man crew aircraft for a number of years. As first officer, when you are the
pilot-not-flying, you accomplish your normal duties. However, often times when one
is the pilot flying, he also has to do the pilot-not-flying duties to the extent that it is
required on 2-man cockpits, whether they be conventional or EFIS. This obviously
can lead to a myriad of problems. Add weather problems or an airport such as Wash
ington National, Laguardia or Orange County, and problems can accelerate with
alarming rapidity."

Appropriate response to an ATC instruction involves two elements: selecting the most
appropriate automation level in order to produce a timely response to that instruction, and
using that automation level correctly. In the examplejust described, the flight crew did not
even consider the issue of appropriate automation level but chose to focus on how to fool the
FMCinto producing a timely response. As a result, they found themselves in theposition of
not being ableto use the FMCat all, andhad to push the aircraft to its performance limits in
order to try to accomplish the objective.

4.1.2.4 FMC Programming Demands

Many of the ASRS reports included the complaint that the FMC/CDU isdifficult and time-
consuming to program. Thiscomplaint is magnified in thecasewhere, for whatever reason,
the FMC rejects the programmer's (pilot not flying) initial attempt. Under these conditions,
it is not uncommon for the pilot flying to then getinvolved as well, at which point nooneis
flying the airplane. The frequency ofthese comments gives rise tothe impression that the
design of the current FMC/CDU does not appear tobe optimal for the pilot's needs in the
operational environment.

(107738) "On descent into MSP onthe Bunker 6 arrival, we were given a clear
ance to cross Cedar intersection at or below 15,000 feet and to maintain 10,000feet.
At the time we were southwestof RWF. (Cedar is 26 DME southwestMSP Vortac).
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I was the PNF (pilot not flying), so I put the clearance into the FMS CDU. The
captain had programmedthe arrival for runway 11R but upon getting ATIS, the
approaches were to runway 29, so he started changing the arrival. He also was on
vertical speed for descent instead of V NAV. After reprogramming the Cedar cross
ing, the altitude waserasedand neverre-entered. I was also spending too muchtime
with other duties like calling gate radio and watching captain (conduct) the descent
check to noticeflightpath. At one point I noticed a recalculation of 14,400at Cedar
and assumed all was well. Somehow I had mistaken Caase (MSP 8 DME) for Cedar
and thoughtwe stillhad plentyof distance to descend. Centercalled us as we passed
Cedar, reminded us of the clearance and asked our altitude. We were at FL230
instead of below 15,000. After a short vector, MSP center said 'MSP approach will
acceptyou,call them...' In summary, we missedour crossingrestriction due to pilot
flying doingpilot not flying duties,that is, extensive CDUreprogramming and not
monitoring the flight path. I also didn't monitor the flight path close enough while
involved in other duties. We received the clearance from MSP center, but failed to
comply. Onlyone person should be doingheadsdownFMS workwhile the other
monitorsthe flight path. Very busy time in two person cockpit requires extreme
discipline."

(87750) I wasoperating the aircrafton autopilot at the time. The Captainwas
making therequired in-range call to Washington National Operations at the time. I
had justcompleted a V NAV descent toFL270 when we were given a vector heading
followed shortly by a clearance to descent to FL240. SincetheCaptain wason the
otherradio,I acknowledged theclearance andreset theAltitude Alerton the Mode
SelectPanel (MCP) to 24,000. I thenpulledup the cruisepageon theFlight Manage
ment Computer (FMC) and entered FL240 into it and executed. In my mind the
Autopilot/Flight Directorwas still in the V NAVModeand in that Mode, executing
the cruise altitude of 240 should have started a descent to that altitude. The aircraft

had, however, leveled off at 270 and transferred into the Altitude Hold Mode, which
would not automaticallyrespond to the setting and executing of a new, lower altitude
in the FMC. Meanwhile, the Captain had tuned the ATISand I heard from his cock
pit speakerthatWashington National had switched from the northoperation we had
expectedand had set in the FMC to a southoperation. I pulled up the Arrival Pageon
the FMC and reset the computer to the new arrival while the Capt wascopyingthe
ATIS. In the meantime, the aircraft continued to cruise at FL270. Shortly thereafter,
Washington Center called and asked to verify our altitude, at which time I realized
what had happened and started an immediatedescent. There was no indication from
Center that the failure to descend had jeopardized safety... In training they empha
sized that one pilot should fly and the other should program the FMC. I understood
and believe that, however, most of the experience pilots I had been flying with since
trainingseemed to do most of theirown FMC Management while flying, especiallyif
I was otherwise occupied on the other radio. Following that example, which may
work for an experienced large transportpilot but certainly not for one at my level, I
fell into the trap they had warnedme about! I pushed the buttons, but I did not check
the response to the input beforegoingon to something else. No one was flying the
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aircraft. Inthefuture I will initiate allaltitude changes onthe MCP (using flight level
change) when the other pilot is unable to enter data in the FMC, and will check the
basic aircraft instruments for a response tothe inputs I make to the complex, multi-
faceted auto Flight Control system."

The substantial amount ofprogramming that can be required to modify the flight plan while
inthe aircan, ineffect, negate the workload advantages of the FMS automation. Inaddition,
this programming is likely tobe required during periods that have a high workload nature to
begin with, that is, transitions, altitude changes, etc. Periods ofhigh workload are tobe
expected inthe cockpit ofmodern air transport aircraft. The important issue tonote isnot
that high workload periods exist but that the crew interface to the FMC/CDU often exacer
bates an already busy time. The worst case situation arises when both pilots become so
focused on dealing with the FMC/CDU that they diminish their attention toflying the air
plane. This last point gave rise toacommon observation in many ofthe reports. Many pilots
stated that inthe future they will focus on flying the airplane first and dealing with the FMS
second.

Theawareness of those pilots who stated they reduced theirreliance on theautomation when
the situation started to become confusing or the system appeared to be malfunctioning is
commendable. Thisknowledge, however, only seems to have been developed aftergaining
sufficient operational experience with the FMS. The operational demands of the two-pilot
high performance aircraft in the dynamic environment of terminal operations and airtraffic
control appear to beanongoing problem and should beconsidered in the design/re-design of
the next generation FMS user interface and feedback system.

Another issue cited in some of thereports was thedifficulty thatthe flight crew hadin rec
ognizing programming errors once the data were entered into the FMC/CDU. These pilots
maintained thattheFMCshould be morecapable in reviewing and alerting thepilotsto
entries that appear tobeinerror ordo not logically fit with the rest ofthe data entered. This
"logic parameter check" might include such elements as the ability torecognize that a navi
gation fix was entered inerror, even though it isin the database, is ina different region of the
country than the filed route offlight orwas an airport identifier, not a waypoint Inthis case,
the FMC/CDU might highlight and ask for verification from the crew before accepting the
fix. (Note: It would appear that the A320 FMGS system checks forduplicate names and
requires the pilot toselect the appropriate fix, which isa step inthe right direction).

4.12J MultipleFMCPage Monitoring Requirements

The organization ofinformation within the FMC/CDU appears tobe an issue for some pilots.
Monitoring the overall status and performance of the aircraft includes being aware of fuel
status, lateral path, position, vertical path, and soon. Toadequately monitor aircraft status
by means ofthe FMC, the crew must review the information that ispresented on a number of
different pages which are accessed by means ofa number ofmode and/or line select keys.
Extensive monitoring of the FMC/CDU diminishes the crew's ability tomonitor the data in
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the mode control panel at the same time, thus creating the possibdity for missing important
information about the status of the aircraft

(119836) "Approach DEN from the east on J80 the captain (pilot flying) asked
copilot (pilot not flying) to requestFL390due to buildingthunderstorms over the
Rocky Mountains. I (copilot) put FL390in the rightFMS computerto check aircraft
capability for FL390. After enteringandexecuting FL390 in 1 L on FMS, I verified
that the altitudewindow on the mode control panelwas at 35,000 feet and that the
autothrottles did not add power for the climb. At this point, the mode control panel
altitude window was holdingthe aircraft at current cruisealtitude of 35,000 feet This
hasbeen an accepted procedure in this situation. After checking altitude capability in
the FMC, I mentioned to the captain that we could make FL390 and would save
approximatelyone percentof fuel with the climb. This whole check took probably
less than 20-30 seconds. I then called DEN ATC and was advised to expect FL390 in
approximatelytwo minutes due to traffic. Anticipating the higher altitude, I left
FL390 in the FMC active cruise page, once again checking to make sure the window
read 35,000 feet I continued to prepare the ACARS positionreport to be transmitted
over DEN. We were approximately threeminutes eastof DEN. I remembercheck
ing the ETA for SLC andentering the fuel over DEN as 22.5. Since I was preparing
the position report I changed from the Cruise page on the FMC to the Progresspage,
but the captain still had the Cruise pagein view with the FL390 Cruise active pageon
it During the minute or minute and a half of preparing the ACARS position report
andwaiting for the ATC clearance to FL390the captain (pilot flying) changedthe
mode control panel altitude window to 39,000 feet, anticipating the climb. Ofcourse,
the FMC not beingconstrained at 35,000 feet any longer started a slow climb to
FL390. The captain also begana passenger announcement to the passengers about
DEN and the turbulence, and that we expected a climb to a higher altitude shortly.
The center called, 'Maintain FL350.' Without even hesitating, I responded 'Roger,
maintain 350.' By this time the captain (pilot flying) hadalready started a push-over.
The aircraft hadreached analtitude of approximately FL357. After the aircraft was
returnedto FL350,1 checked the mode control panelaltitude window and was sur
prisedto see 39,000 feet We returned it to 35,000 feet our cleared altitude. Within a
few minutes, Center cleared to FL390. Crew coordination and lack of communica
tion may havecontributed to the altitude excursion andconflict. The mode control
panel altitude window is, in my judgment, the laststep in the altitude changeprocess,
to be changedafter clearance has been received. The autofiight system will not
depart the mode control panel altitude, even if the FMC is programmed for a different
altitude."

This exampleprovides a feel for the numberof information sources the crewmust monitor.
From the description, it appears that the first officerlooked at asa minimum,the following
information sources:

• The altitude window on the Mode Control Panel

• Autothrottle status
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• The Climb pageto assess aircraft capability for FL390
• The active Cruise page
• The Progress page todetermine position, ETA, and toenter remaining fuel

while, at the same time, preparing acompany progress report. Monitoring a number of pages
through the FMC/CDU can contribute to substantial cognitive workload inthat the pilot must
remember what page is appropriate for finding the desired information and how toaccess that
page, either through mode select orline select keys. The overall layout ofinformation in
terms of the types of information ona given FMC/CDU page and the navigational tools for
accessing these pages needs tobeaddressed interms ofhow effectively the most critical set
of information can be found for a given set of tasks.

4.12.6 ComplexATCClearances

Under idealconditions, the flight plan programmed into theFMCduring preflight will be the
flight plan that is actually flown. If this were always the case, virtually allof the errors that
occur through FMS usewould disappear. One reason as to why flight plans have to be
changed, in the air, isAir Traffic Control and today's complex airspace. Inareas of high
traffic density, ATC clearances issued toa particular flight can benumerous, and in some
casescontradictory, making effective useof theFMS difficult due to re-programming re
quirements, and/or thetime needed for theFMS torespond to thenew commands. It is also
likely that ATC's understanding of the capabilities andlimitations of FMS-equipped air
planes may not bewhat pilots anticipate. High traffic levels with correspondingly high ATC
workloads and complex airspace result invery dynamic situations which often require timely
and flexible responses from the flight crew.

Theissue of high pilotworkload in high traffic areas canbea problem for all flight crews,
notjust those flying advanced cockpit airplanes. Advanced cockpit airplanes, however, often
engenderworkload difficulties that are unique as portrayed in the following report.

(114409) "Duringclimbout fromDFWthe controller issueda clearance to turn to
a heading of 300degrees, intercept theDFW 274degree radial, climb to andmaintain
16,000 feet, and maintain 250 knots until advised. As the first officer, and pilot not
flying, I proceeded to read backthe clearance and program theFMS computerfor
route, speed and altitude. The Captain selected speed intervention of 250knots and
heading to the assigned intercept heading. He alsoattempted to couple thevertical
navigation of theautopilot but this was notaccepted so he used flight levelchange
and speedof 250 knots to climbto the assigned altitude of 16,000 feet at 250 knots...
Unfortunately, theautopilot entered an altitude capture mode approaching 10,000 feet
insteadof continuing to climb to 16,000. In addition, the auto throttle disregarded the
250 kt restriction and continued to accelerate. The controller called to ask our speed
andas I looked upfrom theFMS, I noticed approximately 330knots... At the time
of the incident, the twoof us were given an intercept heading, an altitude change, and
a speedrestriction. In the process of attempting to accomplish the programming for
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the FMS, listen for ATC, and watch for traffic, the airspeed capture of the auto
throttles was overlooked until the speed approached 330 knots."

Inthis case, the flight crew was busy dealing with a relatively complex clearance from ATC
which included a speed restriction. The problem leading tothe incident arose when they
tried toprogram the FMC/CDU to handle the clearance and itdid not work as planned. The
pilots depended on the FMS to help them comply with the ATC restriction of250 knots but
itssubsequent malfunction, orrrus-programming on their part (not clear in the report), led to
their exceeding the speed limitation. It is likely that the flight crew would have recognized
the problem soon due toan over speed warning ifATC had not brought it their attention.

When ATC and the flight crew are both busy, problems can become even more complicated
since neither may have the time topoint out errors orask questions. The following ASRS
report addresses this issue.

(121873) "Wewere approximately 100 west ofFNTwhen we were given a
descent restriction of FL240,64 miles northwest ofFNT. FNT was not on our route
of flight therefore, inorder toenter the restriction into the 'legs' page ofour FMC it
was necessary to build it into our route at the appropriate place... It was necessary to
subtract the appropriate amount ofdistance from the closest point tothe east of the 65
mile point. I accomplished this and made the restriction asrequested. Then while
talking to DTW approach control, wewere given holding instructions. Theinstruc
tions were to hold northwest of the SVM 322/25 fix with right turns, 10 mile legs at
FL200, EFCat 2010. Again SVM was notonourroute. Therefore, it had to be
programmed into the 'legs' page of the FMC at the appropriate point then the holding
info had to be put into the holding page. I enteredthe info correctly except that I
enteredSVM 322degreeradialand left out the 25 DMEfix... The controller
changed our assigned altitude approximately five times to eventually 12,000 feet.
Thecontroller wasvery busy andcalled us flight 'ABCD' instead of 'ABEF.' There
was another aircraft with the same numbers as the first two digits of its four number
call sign(asours) andit appeared he wascombining ourcall sign with his. While I
wasoff the ATC frequency talking to thecompany aboutour delay, ATCcalled and
told uswewere past ourholding fix, make animmediate leftturn and level at 13,000
feet... I realizedmy mistake and began to immediately rebuild the route we were
filed and establish the correctholding fix. After this was accomplished, we discov
eredtheholding fix thatwewere assigned was twomiles west of Pintointersection.
Pintowason ouroriginal routeof flight. DTW approach control hadbeengiving
other aircraft hold instructions for Pinto,my questionis why weren't we given the
same instructions?... The error was mine (in this situation), however, I feel that
controllers need to understand the increase in workload that is placed on a two-man
crew using anFMC when given restrictions andholding instructions offof a fix not
on their route."

Thissituation encompasses a busy flight crew, a busy controller andnavigation fixes notin
the original flight plan. The flight crew's observation that the controllers should beaware of
the increased workload caused by using fixes notin theflight planis understandable butmay
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be unreasonable. In thiscase,it wasclear that thecontroller wasalso busy and was trying to
keep the overall situation from getting worse. The relationship between ATC and the pilots
is symbiotic in that each often depends on the other toassume additional responsibility when
one becomes overburdened. The desireof this flightcrew for ATCto remainaware of
appropriate fixes (i.e., those inthe FMS database) may be outside the realm ofwhat ispracti
calfor ATC. The real question underlying the flight crew's desire is how doFMSs best fit
within theATC operational environment today and in thefuture? Do you change theATC
system to accommodate FMS-equipped airplanes ordoyou design/re-design FMSs to work
within theconstraints of thenext generation automated ATC system? Thesolution probably
lies in a positive answer toboth questions, but identifying the specific types ofchange will
take timeand, as such,will not address the problems experienced by flightcrews today.

The issueof ATCsensitivity to FMS-related workload doesneed to be addressed. Under
high traffic conditions, this may notalways bepossible. However, including some type of
familiarization with the FMSas a standard part of controller training mayhave somevalue.

(114392) "Newcopilot flying, having a lot of difficulty with the FMC. We had
beencleared to crossa point 100milesoutof Boiler at FL260which we did. We
were then given a delaying vector for spacing. We were then cleared direct to Boiler
and told to descend to FL240. Copilot was having a difficult time tryingto get the
rightpage andright line to program thecomputer to descend. Wediddelay our
descent to thepoint where ATC asked us if wehadleftFL260 yet. I feel training
methods need to be improved. As I will be faced with a lot of new copilots I planto
change mymethod of operations toensure thissortof thing does nothappen. I do not
believe that ATC controllers understand the operation of computerdriven aircraft
We areplagued with late clearances and frequent changes. That is, I amtold to
expect a crossing 20west of PMM atFL200 and at 320 knots. Computer plans a last
point ofdescent Controller then says cross 15 west atFL200 and 320 knots. It's too
late tochange the program. Use speed brakes and a high dive (rate). Also it would
be nice if thecenterused theenroute waypoints instead of mileage points... These
simple changes to procedures would help cutourworkload so we could keep our
headsout of the cockpit and still use the computer."

The use of the FMS in busy airspace in which multiple clearances from ATC are likely,
along with multiple aircraft configuration and speed changes, appear tomake effective use of
the FMS difficult, especially for short-term navigation activities. This difficulty isdue to the
need for pilots to remain flexible and respond quickly to the needs ofATC. The FMC/CDU,
however, apparently is not that easy tore-program and is not designed tosupport short-term
changes. Although this study did not look atATC-related problems relative toaltitude
specifically, many of the ATC related incidents occurred in the middle altitudes between
10,000 feet andFL240. Thecomplexity of thisairspace, andATC overall, seems to be
involving larger portions ofa given flight's overall trip. Clearly, the role ofATC should bea
major consideration in how the next generation automated systems aredesigned and oper
ated. With the advent of the ATC Advanced Automation System, it may be necessary to re
think the way inwhich automated aircraft will interface with the ground-based automation
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systems. Automated time-based"metering and spacing" algorithmsmay become the domi
nant mode of air traffic control from Top of Descent to Touchdown, and will require a very
sophisticated interfaceto the airplanes' automation systems, which will impact the flight
crews' use of the FMS.

4.12.7 Complex FMC/CDU Tasks

A small subset of tasks which arebeing performedeitherjust before or during the occurrence
of an incident appearrepeatedly in the ASRS reports reviewed. This suggests that some
tasks performed by means of the FMC/CDU may be more difficult than others. To address
this possibility, the approximately300 reports, including the 99 that were specifically ana
lyzed for this report, were reviewed in order to identify these complex tasks. Not all tasks
areequally difficult nordoes task difficulty appear to be simply a matterof the number of
key presses involved. Numerous page selections, key pressesmade in conjunction with the
mode control panel in orderto couple the FMC guidance to the automation, and cognitive
demands for determining how to input the relevant information appear to affect overall task
difficulty.

Tasks identified as potentially more complex than others include:

Developingandentering a crossing restriction at a distance from a fix alonga radial
Entering a route not in the flight plan
Cruise to climb or descent clearances

Direct intercept clearances
Verification of planned versus "as-filed" flight plans/route structures
Intercepting routes away from VORs

The following ASRS reportsprovide examples of each of these tasks, and serve to suggest
the complexities involved in performing that task.

Developing and Entering a Crossing Restriction at a DistanceFrom a FixAlong a Radial

(126707) "Cleared to cross 80 miles south of RIC VOR at FL270. We were
leveled at FL330. The aircrafthas been adaptedwith a new FMC. This particular
restriction was difficult to get accepted into the FMC. It continuously showed down
in the scratch pad (invalidentry). Nevertheless, the procedure for the entry was
correct ATC called andqueriedus aboutit andwe initiated the descent with idle
powerand full speedbrakesand 330 knots. ATC asked if we were going to make it.
We (I) acknowledgewith an 'affirmative' andcontinuedwith the steepdescent As I
was doing so, the winds were showing higher than usual on the FMC Progress page.
Upon realizing that the restriction was not goingto be met, just when we were going
to adviseATC andrequest vectorsso as to meet the crossing restriction, DCA ATC
informed us not to make a steep descent becausethere was no conflicting traffic
involved. I understoodwhat he meant by that statement that everything was okay and
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we didnot request vectors, but continued the descent crossing 80DME about 1,000
feet high."

Entering acrossing restriction ata distance from a fix isone of the most common types of
clearances received. Nonetheless, pilots do appear to have trouble implementing thisclear
ance, as is shown in this example. What is especially interesting about theexample is the
response of the FMC to the pilot'sentered data. When the entered data do notmeet the
requirements of theFMC, theonlyfeedback received is "Invalid Entry." Noclues arepro
vided as to the nature of theproblem. Onewould expect thatthislackof informative feed
backcan only contribute to tiieprogrammer's frustration. This examplealso demonstrates a
second common occurrence: Theprogrammer's conviction that what he/she programmed in
wascorrect. This conviction is common to manyof the ASRS reports, as was shownin
Table 4-1.

Entering a Route not in theFlightPlan

(121873) "We were approximately 100miles westof FNTwhen we were given a
descent restriction of FL240,65 miles northwest of FNT. FNT was not on our route
of flight, therefore, inorder to enter therestriction into theLegs page of ourFMC it
was necessary to build it intoourroute at theappropriate place. TheFMC willnot
accept 65 northwest of FNT because of other points along ourroute between FNT and
the 65milepoint Therefore, it wasnecessary to subtract theappropriate amount of
distancefrom the closestpoint to the eastof the 65 milepoint. I accomplished this
and made therestriction as requested. Then while talking to DTWapproach control,
wewere given holding instructions. Theinstructions were to hold northwest of the
SVM 322/25 fix right turns, 10milelegs at FL200, EFCat 2010. Again SVMwas
not on our route. Therefore, it had to be programmed into the Legs page of the FMC
at the appropriate point then the holding information had tobeputinto the Holding
page. I entered theinformation correctly except that I entered SVM 322degrees
radialand left out the 25 DMEfix. I backed up the holding fix with the VORby
manually tuning the SVM VOR and322 degree radial again without checking the 25
DMEfix. Whilewe were doing this thecontroller changed our assigned altitude
approximately five times to eventually 12,999. Thecontroller wasvery busy and
called us XX1234 instead of XX234. There was another aircraft with the same
numbers as the first two digitsof its four number call sign and it appeared he was
combining ourcallsignwith his. While I wasoff theATC frequency talking to the
company about ourdelay, ATC called and told uswe were past ourholding fix.
Make an immediate left turn and level at 13,000 feet. We accomplished that, as
requested. I immediately realized my mistake and began to rebuild the routethat we
wereoriginally filed (on theFMC) andestablish thecorrect holding fix. After this
wasaccomplished wediscovered that the holding fix that we were assigned was two
miles west of Pinto intersection. Pinto was on our original route of flight DTW
approach controller hadbeen giving other aircraft instructions to hold at Pinto. My
question is why weren't wegiven thesame instructions? It seems unwise to give us
holding instructions off of a navaid thatwasn't on our routeof flight thatplacedus
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two mileswestof a point (Pinto) that was on ourroute of flight. While everything
thatwasgivento us waslegal, I believe there wasa better way of doing it. The error
was mine, however, I feel thatcontrollers needto understand the increase in workload
that is placed onatwo-man crew using an FMC when given restrictions and holding
instructions off of a fix not on their route. Not to mention the chance of error. I
understand that there are operational requirements to do this from timeto time,
however, I don't believe this was the case. We wereessentially at the same pointin
the sky butapproach controller decided to define it witha navaid noton ourroute as
opposed to a point that was."

Of special interest in this example is thereporter's description of theCDU pages that had to
be accessed in order to program theclearance intotheFMC. At the same time, the pilot must
also remember what the clearance was. After several different clearancesin a short period of
time, the taskof entering clearances into theFMCand remembering thecorrect clearance can
become problematic. This example reinforces theimpression that the FMC is difficult to use
when quick changes to the flight planare required.

Cruise to Climb or Descent Clearances

(116871) •'Enroute from ATL to CMH. Given latehandoff to Columbus Ap
proach from Center. Center had issued avector for traffic. Upon contact Columbus
Approach issued crossing restriction of 11,000 feetMSL 40 NM south of Appleton
Vortac. The aircraft wasapproximately 56 NM southwest of Appleton at 19,000
MSL at 300 KIAS. The crossing restriction included an airspeed restriction of 250
KIAS at40 NM south of Appleton. Captain attempted to program the FMS to com
plywithrestriction butdue to hisinexperience with theaircraft FMS (two months
total on aircraft) andthe fact that the aircraft wason a vectorthat hadtakenit off the
FMS L NAV course. The captain could not properly program the FMS to cause the
aircraft to leave altitude. Aircraft was taken out of V NAV mode and flown via
vertical speed mode by first officer tomake altitude restriction. Captain informed
Columbus Approach that theaircraft would be unable tocomply with speed restric
tion due to latecrossing restriction issuance. Columbus Approach responded by
saying that they needed thealtitude due tocrossing traffic butdidn'tclearly indicate
whetheror not the speedrestriction hadbeen lifted. Aircraftwas abovedescent
profile for remainder of vectoring for ELS 10R approach due to speed required to
make crossing restriction. Compounding theproblem was loss of communication
with Approach due to a stuck mikeon frequency. Captain switched to Columbus
Tower and received approach and landing clearance. Several S-turns were required
to achieve stabilized approach by 1000 feet AGL. Multiple factors of unfamiliarity
with FMS limitations, late crossing restriction by Approach and fixation on FMS
rather than using DME and common sense resulted in a hurried confusing situation.
Better FMS training withemphasis on"Gotchas" in the systemis badly needed."

There is little to add about theproblem of vertical navigation. Clearly, altitude deviations are
the most common resultof FMS-related crew errorand, therefore,requireadditional study.
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ImplementingDirect Intercept

(114409) "Duringclimbout fromDFWairporton aircraft flightXX June/
Wednesday/89, the controllerissueda clearance to turn to a heading of 300 degrees to
intercept the DFW274degreeradial,climbto and maintain 16,000 feet, and maintain
250 knots until advised. As the first officer and pilot not flying, I proceeded to read
back the clearanceand programthe FMS computerfor route, speed, and altitude. The
captain selected speed intervention of 250knotsto climb to theassigned altitude of
16,000 feet. (16,000 feet was selected in the altitude window correctly). He then
monitoredfor trafficand my programming of the FMS. Unfortunately, the autopilot
entered an altitudecapturemode approaching 10,000 feet insteadof continuingto
climb to the selected 16,000 feet. In addition, the auto throttle disregarded the 250
knot speed intervention and continued to accelerate. The controller called to ask our
speed and as I looked up from the FMS I noticedapproximately 330 knots. I replied
330 knots slowing to 250 knots assigned. It should be noted that the Climb page on
the FMS was programmedfor V NAV operation from 1000 feet AGL up but it also
malfunctioned when V NAV was selected at 1,000 feet. At the time of the incident,
the two of us were given an intercept heading, an altitude change, and a speed restric
tion. In the process of attempting to accomplish the programming of the FMS, listen
for ATC and watch for traffic, the airspeed capture of the auto throttles was over
looked until the speed approached 330 knots. Callback conversation with reporter
revealed the following: Reporter states that he had programmedthe FMS for depar
ture but was at the time very busy dealing with ATC vectors and the captain had
entered the speed restriction manually into the FMS but the system ignored the
restriction and limitation was activated. Many things were taking place at this time
and it was difficult for the reporter to say for sure what was happening. The entire
event was entered into the maintenance log but the outcome was not known to the
reporter. Supplemental information from ACN 114194: At no time did the FMC give
a warning that it had failed."

Direct intercepts are of special interest because they are a primary means for accessing the
specific route of interest There are two common scenarios in which direct intercepts are
used. The first, described in the example above, involves transitioningfrom climbout to the
first leg of the flight This is an especiallybusy time for the crew in that the aircraftper
formance parameters are constantly changing and must be carefully monitored.

A second common use of the direct intercept involves returning to the flight plan pro
grammed in the FMC. In this case, the aircraft has been diverted (because of traffic, weather,
etc.) away from the programmed plan. If the crew wants to return to the FMC flight plan, it
is not simply a matter of pressing the L NAV switch on the mode control panel. For ex
ample, the Boeing 767 requires that the aircraft be within 2.5 miles of the programmed
course in order for L NAV to be engaged. If the aircraft is outside of this limit, the crew
must either use heading select to guide the aircraft to the course or enter a "Direct To" into
the FMC flight plan. The "Direct To" procedure needs to be investigated in some detail in
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order to assess its ease of use relative to the other demands likely to be imposed on the crew
when attempting to implement it

Verification ofPlanned Versus "As-filed" Flight Plans/RouteStructures

(86874) "Crew late to aircraftdue to changingaircraft in PIT and on other side of
the terminal. Filed flight plan was different than programmed company route in the
FMC. Both pilots encountered difficulty in entering filed route into FMC prior to
pushback. Finally got route in FMC during taxi-out After airborne and at FL370,
center clears us direct to Hancock. Shortly afterward, cleared us to FL290 when 40
east of Hancock. Last I knew, FMC was flying direct to Hancock as cleared. Both
headsin cockpit trying to get descent information into the FMC when I look up and
see aircraft has turned 90 degrees right to about 180 degrees heading. I immediately
switch to heading mode and turn back to the east At about the same time, New York
Center calls and asks where we are going. I switch to manual on VOR and dial in
Hancock. I see we are 44 miles southeast of Hancock still at FL370! We advise ATC

that computer must have had a 'glitch* in it. ATC replies that they get glitches all the
time and then ATC clears us direct Bradley and begin descent to FL290. Captain and
I discussed what happened and we still don't know! ATC had no further comments
and no mention of us not making FL290restriction. Factors affecting problem:
Rushing to get aircraft out on time. Changing stored route to new filed route.
Trouble entering descent information/crossing restriction into FMC. Both pilots
relatively new to aircraft (four months each). On the next leg, [controller] gave us a
new route from PVD to DCA. Again we had trouble entering information. Espe
cially how to intercept a radial off of a 'J' airway. I'm going back to the ground
instructors and ask for more information."

Initial enteringof the flight plan typically takesplace underrelativelystress-free conditions
prior to leaving the gate. It is not unusual,however, for the flight plan to be modifiedprior to
takeoff. Under these conditions, the crew is busy preparing the aircraft for takeoff and the
accuracy of the entered plan may not be assessed. As this report suggests, mistakes in modi
fying the flight plan while on the ground can cause serious problems when in the air, espe
cially if the errors affect the early part of the flight when the crew is attempting to "clean up"
the airplane.

Intercepting RoutesAwayfrom VORs

(107421) "First officer was flying the aircraft from TPA to MEM. Departed on
runway 18Rand in departureclimb first officer was manually flying the aircraft using
V NAVand headingfunctions selectedon the flight director. Captainwas perform
ing the pilot-not-flying duties or copilotduties. Flight XX was handedoff to JAX
ATC whilepassing 10,000 feet in the climb. JAX clearedflight XX to climb to
16,000 feet and fly a heading of 360degreesto interceptthe 349degreeradialof PIE
and fly this radial outbound. Captain set the PIE frequency and 349 degrees on the
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flight guidance panel and then selected VOR on the FMC panel tohave acourse bar
onthe HSI display. First officer adjusted heading tofly the 340 degree radial out
bound as the course bar centered on the HSI. The aircraft is now out of 12,000feet
and climbing at 4,000 feet perminute. Flying a VOR radial is not usually done on
this large transport asthe usual procedure ispoint-to-point L NAV for course naviga
tion. First officer requested a PIE 349 degree/150 NM fix entered onthe FMC
computer, so that adirect course could be flown. This took two settings as the first
direct course was noton thePIE340degree radial. Setting this direct course caused
both pilots toconcentrate on course and not watch altitude in the climb. The 2,000
feet togoand the 1,000 feet togocall outs were missed. Captain noticed that the
altitude was 15,800 feet and the aircraft wasstillclimbing. He calledout cleared to
16,000 feet andthefirst officer stopped theclimb at 16,400 feet anddescended to
16,000 feet. JAX called flight XX assigned altitude is 16,000 feet as theaircraft was
descending to 16,000 feet. Captain reported leveling at 16,000 feet Contributing
factors: There was toomuchefforton flying the assigned radial and not enough
concentration on the altitude during theclimb. Theevents described above took less
than two minutes. First officer was manually flying the aircraftwhich takes more
concentration on course andaltitude. The flight director does nothavea VOR func
tion. Thisincreases theeffort to fly a course. Flying a VOR radial outbound is nota
common procedure forlineflying in the large transport. The computer only allows
flight toa fix, not from a fix. Afix must beestablished onthe outbound radial tofly
toward. A possible preventive action: Fly theaircraft using VOR displaced on the
HSIand use V NAV and heading on the flight director. Concentrate on course and
altitude or use theautopilot to fly theaircraft using V NAV andheading while theL
NAV fix is being set into the FMC."

If task difficulty is gauged by theamount of heated emotion conveyed by thereporter, then
the task of intercepting a VOR radial andflying theradialfrom the VOR is clearly oneof the
leaders in complexity. Several reports, including theone justpresented, reflect theopinion
that the crew simply should never begiven this type of clearance. It is notclear as tojust
how frequent this type ofclearance is given, but the complexity that is apparently involved in
figuring outhow tosetup the FMS tofly it clearly suggests that this task needs tobeinvesti
gated in greater detail.

Given thehigher than normal frequency with which these tasks appear in theASRS reports,
there may be some value in analyzing them in great detail in orderto ascertain potential
contributors to complexity, such as possible cognitive difficulties in identifying therequired
data to be entered into theCDU, problems in recognizing whether thecorrect information has
actually been entered, and workload conflicts between performing this task and other tasks
that need to be accomplished at the sametime. These typesof analyses could also suggest
alternative ways for performing the taskthatcouldhelp to reduce theircomplexity.

It is,of course, possible (andlikely) thatsometasks appear frequently in the ASRS reports
because they arecommonly performed tasks andtherefore, through thelaws of chance, more
likely to be the task being performed when an incident occurs, andnotbecause they are more
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complex than other tasks. However, since they arecommon tasks, thesame type of analysis
would also beappropriate in that improvements that simplify the performance ofcommonly
performed tasks could contribute to better use of the FMS.

4.12.8 Lack ofAdequate PilotTraining

The review of the ASRS reports used in this study raises the question of how well trained are
the pilots in the use and limitations ofFMS, inparticular the FMC/CDU. Although none of
thereports dealtwith training directly, many citedtraining as a factor in theincident's occur
rence (see Table 4-2). Many of these pilots reported that they did nothave a good under
standing the of underlying logic and limitations of the FMS, and seemed to become easily
confused and overloaded in high workload situations, when they continued to try and pro
gram the FMS. From the perspective offered by these reports, it appears that current pilot
training does notaccurately reflect real world needs in using theFMS relative toATC re
quirements and the resulting high workload. The following report addresses this issue.

(116912) "During IOE training (enroute PHL to CLE) was given clearance to
cross 10 miles east of YNG Vortac at 24,000 feet. In discussion with check airman
on best method to enter this informationinto the FMC, I decided to start down and
then work on theFMC in thedescent. I inadvertently selected 10,000 feetintothe
flight guidance system. Again, wewent heads down toconcentrate on thepro
gramming FMC for thedescent path. Moments later, CLE center requested our
altitude. We looked up as we were through 22,000. Leveled out at 21,000. We
informed center, Weather was clear and center said to maintain 21,000. Apparently,
there wasnoconflicting traffic. This is nota new problem. Automation has taken
overin thecockpit. Computers arenotlearned overnight and(pilots) need hand on
operating experience. It all comes back to fly theairplane first"

While this particular altitude excursion did not cause a serious problem, the reporter's ob
servation thatcomputers are notlearned overnight indicates thatheor shewas uncomfortable
with the training they had received. Another reporter described the experience this way:

(110413) "Thiswasmyfirst tripon this aircraft without training people on board.
This is stilla brand new aircraft andnone of thepilots have much exposure or ex
perience flying people in it. Wewere on theCivet profile descent to runway 25Lat
LAX. Ourcrossing restriction was 14,000 feet toCivet. Wemisinterpreted our
instruments and began descent to 10,000, believing we were inside Civet. At about
13,000 theLAX controller told us we had started down early andneeded to maintain
14,000 to Civet. After rechecking ourinstruments, werealized that ourDME reading
was based on Fueler intersection instead of the LAX localizer DME. I feel this was
an easy mistake to make basedon our limitedexposure to this aircraft. I find the
glass cockpit a very difficult system to master anda frightfully easywayto make
critical mistakes—at leastwhen thepilot is new to it... A fix for thisproblem, I
believe, is more training for the crews. Checkouts have become extremely costly
forcing airlines to make them in theshortest time possible, which is understandable.
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However, I think more training would help pilots with thisextremely complex new
flight system."

The reporter was contacted by ASRS todiscuss the situation further and the reporter offered
the following observations.

(110413) "Theflight crew was very low oncombined experience as theCaptain
onlyhad30 hours of experience including the25 hours of IOE time. Thereporter
stated that his 15 hours he had asoperating experience was three take offsand land
ings and the rest ofthe time was logged from the jump seat. The reporter feels this is
too little exposure tothe real world ofoperating a $125 million dollar aircraft and that
he was overworked in the arrival and gotconfusedas the Captain started the descent
prematurely. He was ofno assistance inpreventing the deviation... The economics
aspracticed in this low training hours approach cannot bejustified considering the
possible results from the mix of low in type pilots in aneverchanging and ever
increasing complex environment. Providing the best in hands-on experience and
training should bethe goal and... first officers should obtain their operating experi
ence in the seat they would normally function. Jump seat riding should notbe consid
ered for operating experience in this complex aircraft"

The training these pilots received seemed tofocus onoperating the system without consid
ering the difficulties imposed byair traffic control and the associated workload. This is
compounded further by the mixing offlight crews where both pilots are relatively inexperi
enced. This was an often cited occurrence in these reports.

(124912) "Finished (aircraft) checkout on 6/89. Noposition wasavailable until
10/89. Flew the simulatorin 9/89 for 90-day landingcurrency. You could say the
fine points of working theFMC hasescaped mymemory. We were cruising at
FL390and received clearance to FL410. Captain loaded in modecontrol panel
glareshield altitude at which point asked how he inputted thedatafor theclimb.
Neither of us were monitoring to confirm theclimb to FL410. Several minutes later,
center asked if we had climbed. "No, still at 290". The altitude had not been put in
the FMC, and we were navigating with V NAV andL NAV. Bothcrew members
lowexperience in type contributing to thealtitude oversight. Factors affecting perfor
mance: 1)supervision management practice of putting two inexperienced crew
members together, 2) just notmonitoring/keeping track of crew's level of experience;
and 3) after training crew member on advanced/automated cockpit, waiting an ex
tended period before assignment to aircraft. Fly the aircraft."

In some of the selected ASRS reports, thereporter stated thatthe training on theFMS was
clearlyinadequate. Otherreporters cited thecombination of beingnew to the airplane, along
with less than adequate training, as being particularly troublesome. Thefollowing report is
descriptive of the problem of pilots being relatively new to the airplane.

(86894) "After (we got) airborne andat FL370, centerclears us to FL290when
40 miles (east) ofHancock. Last I knew, FMC was flying direct to Hancock as
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cleared. Both heads (ofpilots) incockpit trying toget descent into FMC when I look
up and see aircraft has turned 90degrees right to about a 180 heading... I switch to
manual on VOR and dial in Hancock. I see we are 44 miles southeast ofHancock
still atFL370!... Captain and I discussed what happened and we still don't know.
Factors affecting the problem: Rushing toget aircraft out on time, changing stored
route to new filed route, trouble entering descent info/crossing restriction intothe
FMC, and both pilots relatively new totiie aircraft (4months each)... I'm going
back to theground instructors andaskformore information."

Pilots seem to beconcerned with the fact that theirtraining is notrepresentative of howthe
FMS will have tobeused operationally. The constraints of traffic congestion and multiple
ATC clearances often appeared tomake effective use ofthe FMS difficult. The use ofFMSs
requires a somewhat different approach toflying in that the pilot must know and understand
what the system iscapable of,and what itslimitations aresince once heor she enters a
command, theFMS will theoretically do the rest Forexample, onelimitation may be that it
is not productive to try and use the full capabilities of the FMS once the number ofATC
instructions start to increase past a certain level. Other limitations may bedue to the V NAV
algorithms themselves: Since they were designed to optimize descent and climb profiles (in
terms of being costeffective), they may notbesuitable for all situations.

When a pilot is flying without a FMS, they are more likely to beaware that they are, orare
not, meeting anATC restriction orclearance since they areconstantly managing the airplane
tomeet that goal; that is they are actively "in the control loop." The FMS, on the other hand,
strives tomeet that goal in the most efficient and economical manner without the same level
of pilot involvement. The pilot's primary interface with the FMS is when data isentered or
commands issued. In thissituation it is easy for the pilots to relyon the FMS while they take
care of other duties, but it is clear from these reports that use of the FMS does not appear to
be suitable for every activity within every phase offlight. The training need for pilots would
seem to becentered on how these systems should bestbe used under theoperational circum
stances that the pilots are most likely toencounter. As part ofanoverall training approach,
controllers wouldalso benefitfrom an increased awareness of the capabilities and limitations
of FMS-equipped airplanes.

4.2 Hardware/Software-Related Errors

ThedatainTable 4-4summarize thefindings from a number of ASRS reports in which the
flight crew believed (stated) that the FMS itself either failed or had a design flaw which
influenced theincident's occurrence. Reported system performance errors involving FMS
hardware were usually directiy related to the failure ofsome component of the FMS. System
performance errors attributed tosoftware mistakes ordesign problems were more difficult to
discover but usually involved reference toalgorithms that either did not work asintended or
were judged to be not well designed.
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Table 4-4. Hardware/Software-Related Errors

Category IncidentDescription Citations

3 System performanceerrors (SPE)-attributed to hardware 15
errors/failures.

4 System performance errors (SPE)-attributed to software 17
mistakes/design problems.

10 Flightmanagement system/mode control panel 3
interaction errors.

11 Errors related to pre-stored databases/company routes. 15

Two types of reportederrors that appear to create the greatestdifficulties for the crew are:

♦ FMC/MCP interaction errors involving commands that were input into the FMCbut
were not properly executed.

• Errorsrelating to pre-stored databases that involved either the wrong information, or
lack of specific information, beingin the database.

4.2.1 FMC/MCP Interaction Errors

Several of thereports appear to indicate thattheFMS can beprogrammed correctly, provide
feedback to indicate this, yet still notperform as intended. In theexample below, appropriate
status information appeared to have been provided (e.g. top of descent circle) yet theFMS
did not initiate the descent.

(119740) "On August/Thursday/89,1 was thecaptain on a largetransport aircraft
flight XX, LGA-DTW. Our routing was the LGA 3 SID out of LGA to Neon inter
section J95 to Kooper direct Aylmer V-2 Rhyme direct DTWairport. Wewere
enroute from Kooper to Aylmer at FL350 andwere cleared tocross 15eastof Aylmer
at FL310. We programmed 15east of Aylmerat 310 in the FMC and set 310 in the
mode control panel. A "topof descent" circle showed upon thescreen depicting
where thedescent would begin. However, at the topof descent point, theaircraft did
not descend and due to distracting conversation between us, neither I nor the first
officernoticed it until we were about20 miles eastof Aylmer. I immediately started
a fairly rapid descent of about 4000feet perminute with speed brakes andsawwe
were not going to make 15 east Aylmer at FL310. I called CLE and said we started
down too late and were not going to make 15east Aylmerat 310. In fact, we were
crossing 15eastAylmer at 330. CLEsaidthat's okayandgave us a frequency
change. I don't know why, witheverything apparentiy set in properly, the aircraft did
not descend at the proper time. I feel the cause of this mistake is too much reliance
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onautomated systems and a lack ofvigilance on my part as to the altitude ajid posi
tion of my aircraft"

If this is,infact, what happened, there is little the crew can dotoprevent the occurrence of
an incident if the FMS fails to "behave"as programmed. By the time the crewdetectsa
problem (e.g. failure to begin a descent or level off), it may be toolate to compensate.

4.2.2 Inaccurate Pre-Stored Databases

A number of reports describe errors stemming from theuse of pre-stored databases that
contained incorrect information. Holding patterns andcrossing fixes based on DME values
often were depicted differently from what was shown onthe charts or what was expected by
ATC. For example, one report stated:

(104874) "(Wewere) Cleared to hold at Colax intersection on theScurry Arrival
into Dallas Fort Worth (DFW). (We) Entered the hold into the FMC/CDU. The
FMC/CDU displayed the holding pattern automatically and (we) entered the hold as
displayed. However, the pattern displayed on the control display unit (CDU) was for
a standard hold while theactual pattern at Colax is a non-standard pattern (left
turns)... We entered holding for a standard pattern rather than the depicted non
standard pattern... It was a mistake thatwasprompted probably by tworeasons: 1)
believing that thecomputer generated pattern wascorrect and2) notcatching the
difference when checking the arrival plate."

This report is typical of the types ofreported errors relating topre-programmed navigational
datacontained in the FMS. Incidents related to pre-stored navigation routings and fixes were
associated with 15%of the 99 reports. These typesof errors are particularly difficultto
recognize. The only practical way fora pilot todiscover the existence of this type of fault,
before an event occurs, is to compare thecomputer generated navigational image (onboth
theNavigation Display andthe CDU) against theinformation contained in thepaper naviga
tional charts. Once the problem has been discovered, the flight crew often still had difficulty
responding to the ATC clearance correctly or ina timely manner because typically they
would do one or all of the following:

• Try to find the fix in the computer,
• Start looking for thefix on their charts once they discovered that it was not in the

FMS database, or was wrong;
• Try to program thecorrect information intotheFMC/CDU.

Performing these additional procedures results in anincrease in the pilot'sworkload ata time
when workload is likely to bealready increasing. Some pilots also pointed outthat the need
toverify every fix and holding pattern eliminated some of the advantage of having these data
stored in an onboard database.

Coping with an incorrect ormissing fix or holding pattern can be particularly difficult if it
occurs during a high workload situation, asdemonstrated in the following case where a
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navigation fix being used as a holding point was not included in the FMS database.

(117306)". ..Among scattered cumulus and thunderstorms, on autopilot, FMS
lateral and vertical navigation engaged, and level at 11,000 feet... Approach control
issued us holding instructions for the Krena Intersection, as published, 11,000. The
Captain requested right turns in the pattern due to a thunderstormcell and the request
was granted. As the Captainentering the hold into the FMS, the aircraft aheadof us
requested holding at Popps Intersection due to the thunderstorm at Krena... The
controller then assigned us holding at Popps. We glanced at our charts, located
Popps,and the Captain tried to enter it as a waypoint in theFMS. The FMSrejected
it as not in the database. By the time we determined the distance for the Northbrook
VOR to Popps, and had switched to VOR mode, we were two to three miles past
Popps... The problem arose from, I feel, three factors; 1) late issuance of holding
instructions for Popps, 2) Popps not programmed in the database of our FMS, and 3)
our dependence on FMS navigationand slow changeover to the NAV-VORmode."

In this incident, the crew reported having a difficult time keeping abreast of the situationdue
to changing weather considerations, other traffic entering the hold, and the resulting ATC
instructions. As in other reports, the pilots assumed responsibility for the incident because
they felt they did not respond quickly enough by returning to basic VOR navigation once
they were aware that the fix was not in the computer.

The data in Table 4-5 provide insight as to where the pre-stored database routes and navi
gation fixes caused problems in the course of a flight.

Table 4-5. Errors Related to Pre-Stored Databases/Company Routes

Phase of Flight Citations

SID 3

Transition 1

Enroute 4

Crossing Restrictions 3
Holding 5
Descent 2

STAR 1

Approach 1

Of particular interest is the fact that five of the six holding pattern problems included in
Table 4-3 (Phase of Flight) were caused by erroneous information being stored in the data
base. As pointed out earlier, the ATC clearance would direct the flight to hold at a fix as
depicted. Based on the ATC clearance, the flight crew would program the FMS/CDU to call
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up andinitiate thehold. Subsequently, ATC wouldthen informthem they wereconducting
the hold with turnsopposite thatcharted. The mainconcern expressed by the pilotswho
experienced the problem ofnothaving the fix correctiy entered into the pre-stored database
was twofold:

• First they typically reported that they found themselves surprised and had to rush to
find theappropriate paper charts to verify where they should be going orwhat fix
they should be using.

• Secondly, this problem, once experienced, often ledthepilots to be highly skeptical
of thecomprehensiveness of theFMS database and/or the systems ability to readily
access these data.

4.2.3 Distribution of Incidents Across Aircraft Type

A final question that needs tobeaddressed concerns the issue of whether one type of aircraft/
FMS configuration is responsible for themajority of FMS-related incidents. A good deal of
discussion, in previous ASRS studies and other sources, has been devoted to theproblems
withaltitude busts in medium large transport aircraft. If thisis thecase, theconclusion could
be madethatFMS-related problems are specific to thataircraft/FMS combination. To
evaluate this belief, the distribution of incidents across aircraft type, by weight class, was
compiled. The data in Table 4-6 show theresults. As the table suggests, there appears to be
an even distribution of incidents between the MLG and the LRG/WDB classes of aircraft.

Table 4-6. Aircraft Type

Aircraft Type Citations

LTT -Light Transport Aircraft (14.5 to 30k.lbs.) 2
MLG - MediumLarge Transport (60 -150 k.lbs.) 50
LRG -Large Transport Aircraft (150 - 300k.lbs.) 23
WDB - Wide BodyTransport 24

The lighttransport airplanes (LTT) in this data setmost likelyrepresent corporate turbojet
aircraft with advanced automation cockpit features. They wereincluded because the ad
vanced automation technology features are notlimited toonlyair carrier airplanes, and the
reported equipment problems are similar to those experienced in thelarger commercial
transport aircraft. Medium large transports (MLG) include aircraft such as DC-9/MD-80's
and Boeing 737s. The large transport category (LRG) includes aircraft such as the Boeing
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757 andthe Airbus A-300, while the wide body transport (WDB) category includes the
Boeing 767, Boeing 747, and Airbus A-320.

Table 4-7 shows that these data appear to indicate that theproblems with FMSs are generic in
terms of both phase of flight and specific FMS.

Table 4-7. Number of Citations by Aircraft Type

Aircraft Activity

Aircraft

Type

MLG

LRG/WDB

Climb

10

11

Crossing
Restriction

4-30

15

15

Descent

7

7



5. CONCLUSIONS

While the sample ofASRS reports, reviewed in this study, cannot besaid tobestatistically
representative ofallFMS-related incidents, it does offer a useful perspective as towhat types
ofproblems areoccurring as a result of the use ofFMSs in the National Airspace System.
These reports provide insight into problems that aircarrier (and/or corporate) pilots are
having with FMSs that would not be available from any other perspective or source. The
advantage ofevaluating ASRS reports such asthese is that the insight gained can beused to
determine where, and what type of, operational problems exist with these systems "on the
line" along with an estimate of developing trends.

The major issues associated with the FMS-related incidents, addressed in this analysis,
include:

Raw Data and FMS/Aircraft Status Verification
FMS Algorithmic "Behavior"
ImproperUse of the FMC Automation Level
FMC Programming Demands
Multiple FMC Page MonitoringRequirements
Complex ATC Clearances
Complex FMC/CDU Tasks
Lack of Adequate Pilot Training
FMC/MCP Interaction Errors

Inaccurate Pre-Stored Databases

All of these factors, singly or together, can combine toincrease the pilots' workload to the
point that they lose their situational awareness and "get behind the airplane." In this situa
tion, the pilot who continues tofocus on trying tounderstand what the FMC/CDU isdoing is
nolonger truly involved in flying the airplane, buttrying to troubleshoot a computer that
happens to be installed in an airplane. The pilots that did best with FMS-related problems, in
high workload situations, were those that elected toreduce the level of automation (by
turning OFF the selected function) and appeared torecognize that they needed to become
actively involved in flying the airplane.

From these reports, it is clear that the current FMSs have not been designed foroptimal use
under allcircumstances, by the flight crew, in the environment where ATC is heavily bur
dened and expects pilots toremain flexible and responsive totheir changing needs ofmoving
traffic. Based on this analysis, it would appear that pilots should nottry to use the full
features of theFMS under all conditions. Many of thepilots submitting these reports learned
that fact but only after they experienced the incident that initiated the ASRS report. This
lends credence to those pilots who argued that the training they received was not adequate to
preparethem for using these systems operationally.

Problems attributed to theFMS design/user interface were alsofound in many of thereports.
The most commonly reported problem area was the vertical navigation capability of these
systems. The algorithms for climb and descent seem tobepredicated onthe most efficient
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hence most rapid, climb to and descent from altitude. Thus it would appear that these
algorithms have been developed in such a manner that they leave little margin for error if the
system does not initiate actions as expected. In terms of utility, it might be wise to relax the
stringent rules and criteria that were used for developing the software implemented algo
rithms, and provide a wider bandwidth for operational application.

Other system/operational related problems include the FMS database not including fixes used
by ATC or having the wrong fixes or flight routings. While the majority of these deficien
cies are likely to be identified by the pilots through initial checklists and verification proce
dures, the difficulty arises when ATC changes clearances when the aircraft is in the air and
the flight crew tries to enter the new fix, then finds that it is not in the database. Many times
the crew will continue to try and find the fix in the database rather than locate the fix on the
charts. This wasted valuable time which sometimes caused the clearance to not be achiev

able by the flight crew. The point was also made that ATC should be encouraged to use fixes
for clearances that are contained within the FMS database, or should specify fixes along the
current flight path, instead of fixes that have already been passed (and therefore dropped
from the current route/path).

Recognition and understandingof the nature of the existing problems, such as those identi
fied and described in this report, is the first step in finding solutions and making recom
mendations for design changes that will make FMSs work better, and be less prone to flight
crew error.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS

Two types ofrecommendations are provided. The first type offers suggestions for how the
results of this study should be used toguide the Description and Characterization study that
iscurrently inprogress. The second set ofrecommendations are more global in nature,
suggesting changes in the overall FMS "use environment," including suggested additions to
crew training and modifications to ATC procedures.

6.1 Design-Related Recommendations

This analysis of the FMS-related incident reports from the ASRS database has provided a
valuable look at the problems crews are having with current FMSs. On the basis ofthis
review, the following recommendations suggest how the Description and Characterization
study can befocused to concentrate onthose issues that appear to have special importance.

1) Acommon problem involves selection ofthe appropriate level ofautomation tobe used
for a given task. As Section 4.1.2.3 clearly points out, flight crews appear reluctant to
usea mode other than theV NAV andL NAV provided by theFMC. Consequently, it
would beof value to analyze theFMS as a system which is comprised of multiple
automation levels (flight director, autopilot FMC). Each of these levels needs to be
clearly understood in terms ofthe procedures required to utilize that automation level,
steps used to move from one automation level toanother, and any constraints imposed
by one automation level onto another. As a specific example, the relationship of the
autothrottie to vertical and lateral path control needs to beexamined. Several reports
suggested that the crew did not understand the logic ofthe autothrottie as it isinflu
enced by the automation levels controlling the lateral and vertical performance modes.
It appears that many flight crew simply do not understand how the various subsystems
contribute to the overall functioning of the FMS.

2) Asa supplement to the first recommendation, a task-oriented analysis should be per
formed that would involve identifying alternative ways of performing the same task,
andtheconditions under which each alternative is preferred. Many of theincidents in
the ASRS reports occurred because the crew chose a poor alternative over one that
would have been more effective. This analysis might aidin understanding the decision
making process that must be performed in order to correctly choose how to perform a
given task.

3) Feedback sources for each automation level, and for each task, need tobespecified. A
major concern for many flight crews is the inability toeffectively predict and un
derstand what the FMS is doing. Issues of adequate and meaningful feedback need to
be addressed.

4) As a supplement tothe third recommendation, the role ofthe algorithms as they affect
the "behavior" of the aircraft also needs to be examined. A number ofproblems with
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vertical navigation appearto be theresultof thecrew's inability to adequately takeinto
accountthe temporal contributions of the algorithms in predicting the short-term and
long-term responses of the aircraft.

5) Section 4.1.2.7 argued that some tasks appear to be more difficult to perform than
others. An analysis of the procedures required to perform theseapparently complex
tasksmayenablea betterunderstanding of the sources of the complexity to be
achieved. The vast literature on user-computerinteraction should be applied to the
FMC/CDU in order to determine what elements of screen design and system logic
appear to be problematic.

6) The number of screens that have to be reviewed in performing some tasks also is an
important issue. There is an obvious need to reviewthe overallorganization and layout
of information across pages, and the means for navigatingfrom one screen to another,
in order to determine the contributions of these factors to the complexity of the task.

7) The evaluation of feedback sources needs to be addressed within the context of prob
lems that can arise as a result of incorrect or missing data in the database. Clearly, the
obvious solution to this problem is to ensure that all of the data is there and that it is
correct. This, however, may not be a totally achievable solution. Consequently, the
question arises as to howthecrewcan be helped to morequickly recognize theexist
ence of the problem in order to give them additional time to cope.

8) Finally, a tool (or tools) that would allowan overallassessment of howeasy a specific
FMS is to use would have greatvalue, especially as a meansfor evaluating new FMSs
when theyare presented for certification. This recommendation may be an ideal that is
not achievable at this time but, at the very least attempts to develop such a tool that
wouldsupport the identification of factors that contribute to complexity. This second
ary goal wouldsupport attempts to designFMSs that are easier to use on the basisof
established principles that definecomplexity and the conditions thatcontribute to it.

6.2 Global Recommendations

1) Training of pilots flyingFMS-equipped airplanes needs to be representative of the
problems that are likely to be encounteredoperationally,especially those actions and
activities related to working with ATC. This might include such approaches as numer
ous LOFT scenarios based on real world clearances and problems that impact FMS
utilization, programming/re-prograrnrning, automation managementand overall situa
tion awareness, as part of the overall training curriculum.

The need for this intensive training could potentially be reducedby re-designof the
FMC/CDU mode/screen logic to incorporate a betterhuman-computer interface. This
could be possible through the use of prompts that "lead" the pilot through the sequential
steps necessary to program or implement tiie desired clearance or action.
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2) Based onthepilots' comments in theASRS reports, it would appear that it is nota
good practice toassign two pilots with low experience inFMS-equipped airplanes to
the same flight crew. Because of thecomplexities associated with using the current
FMSs, experience (in terms of hands-on operational use) with the FMS appears tobe
the bestmeasure of how well the flight crew can usetheFMS to accomplish theas
signed tasks.

3) The current VNAV climb/descent algorithms need tobere-programmed to"soften"
the climb ordescent during the last 1,000 feet. These algorithmic changes will give the
pilots a little more flexibility in recognizing potential problems without compromising
the efficiency (i.e., cost) of the flight toa great degree. Changes in the way that the
algorithms are structured and the way that they are executed should also eliminate the
need to use excessive vertical speedto accomplish the climbor descent.

4) The operational demands (from both cognitive and visual workload perspectives) on the
two-pilot crew, both in the enroute environment and the high workload terminal envi
ronment, need to be considered in the design andcertification of FMSs. This is espe
cially necessary with regard to the user interface (in terms ofscreen layout and naviga
tion), the automation selection algorithms, and the placement of the feedback informa
tion. Thelocation andmanner of presentation of critical information is an important
design issue that needs to belooked at. This will determine the appropriate place toput
pilot feedback information with respect to the mode that the aircraft/FMS isactually in
at any point.

5) There is a need toinvestigate the feasibility ofproviding a "preferred fix" list tothe
ATCfacilities. Thislist would beprovided by thesame commercial firms thatcur
rently provide the database and database updates for the aircarriers' FMSs. The re
sultant improvement inthe flight crews' ability toprogram/re-program the FMS to
accomplish the requested clearance based on the use ofcommon well-defined fixes will
positively impact the efficiency ofATC operations involving FMS-equipped airplanes.

7) TheEnroute/Terminal air traffic controllers should receive some training on the
strengths and limitations ofFMS-equipped airplanes. How best toplan for these consid
erations when controlling FMS-equipped aircraft in theirairspace should alsobe
stressed.

8) The feasibility ofimproving the error checking/notification logic of the FMS should be
evaluated. One particular concern is the pilot's ability tomake erroneous fix entries
which are accepted simply because they are contained in the database, but are not valid
for that particular flight.

There islittle question that the inclusion ofFMS technology in modern air carrier aircraft has
been extremely advantageous and has provided improvements inboth efficiency and safety
ofoperation. However, since the FMS design-related issues raised in this report are consid-
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ered representative of the types of problems that currently exist it is important that a thor
ough description/characterization analysis of the existing FMSs be performed.This will
ensure that the potential user interface and logic problems that appear to exist in the current
systems are understood. Furthermore, it is recognized that some of the potential sources of
pilot error, in the newer systems, are difficult to recognize until a significant amount of
experiencehas been gained in the use of the FMS technology. For example,as of this report,
there are only a few entries in the ASRS database concerning the use of the highly controlled,
highly automated Flight ManagementGuidance System on the A320 aircraft It is assumed
that as more experience is gained with the A320 FMGS system in the NAS, there will be an
increased number of reported issues and incidents in the ASRS database. For these reasons,
the ASRS database, as well as other sources, should be reviewed periodically in order to
identify trends in FMS-related incidents. For example, there appear to be well over 200
entries in this categoryfor the year, 1990, as comparedto approximately 170reports for
1989.

The primary goal should be the continued improvementofFMSs in such a manner that the
flight crews should not have to interpret "what" the system is going to do, or "how" to
implement a specific time-critical, short-term task. Instead, the FMS should be designed so
thatprogramming logicsand procedures are easy to implement and appropriate feedback is
available to keep the pilot/flightcrew constantly aware of what the system is doing.
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APPENDIX A

ASRS REPORT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
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Clfiilistj^^crossingpoint25DME
y3T...g_y.e^
AircraftLRGtrackdeviationondeparture
AcftdeviatedfrmpblshdHoldpttrn-crewusedFMSpttmNOTppl,^
AcftMLGlalt_dw;
CrewprgrmdFM'c"ih"'Ei7dr\lnsVeadAirwaysFMCplotteddirectrtetoKLAXairport
FailedtomakeCrossingRestriction
AcftLTTAltDeviationovershotduringclimb
CrewprgrmdFMCusingstrdrteNcJrhcwasfordifferentrte\Cntrlradvsdonwrngrte\60NMoffCrse
AltovershotondescentwhenchangeinmaintainAltmissedbythePF
Corp.,LTTOvershotAltinDescent
MissedcrossingrstrctnaccountFMSrvrtdtoVNAVandwasnotnoticedbyfitcrew
WDBinCruisesetFMStoclimbfrom"FL330toFL350.Begandescentto3500'instead
ACRMLGAftDeviationovershotduringdescentintoDFW
AcftfailedtocomplywithAltitudecrossingrestriction
ACRMLGovershotcrossingrstrctnAltcausinglessthanstdSepwithprecedingMLG
AdvancedTechnotogyLGTovershotAltinAutomaticMode
FailedtocomplywithclmccrossingrstrctnwhileattemptingtoprogramtoFMC
DuringDescentMLGovershotasslgnedAltby200'
AltovershotonclimbwhenFMCnotpropertyprogrammed
FMSproblemcausesacfttoturn8milesoffcourse
FailedtomakecrossingrestrictionwhenFMCdroppedtheDMEdistance
ACRLGTinAutoModefailedtocaptureandovershotAlt.
ACRLGTnonadherencetoATCClrnc.Fitcrewfailedtostartdescentafterclmcreadback
AdvancedTechnologyACRMLGundershotcrossingrestrictionondescent
DuetofaultyMAPalignmentofFMCdisplayACRWDBincurredtrkdeviationonDeparture
ACRWDBwithequipmentprblrndistractdPitandresultedintrk'deviation
ACRMLGovrshotAltresultinginlessthanstandardseperation
ACRMLGAltdeviationcrossingrestrictionnotmet
MLGovershootsassignedAltcausinglessthanstandardseperation
Altovershotonclimbout
ACRLGTAltDeviation-latestartingdescentthenovershotamendedclrncAlt.
Autothrottlesdisconnectedresultinginautopltchangingmodesandaltexcursionof400'
ACRWDBovershot'turnonSID
MLGunsurecrssrigAltatMenloINTXNonTIPTOEvisapprch,madeAltOKbut2fstwspddey
AC"r"MLGAltdeviatiorTtieadingdeviationfromSTARintoDFW
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Clearance
Cromingnfi8tr1ctioi^50Sof""PVD".atFL250\yector..30.d.^
CJiyiL!?l§^^
6"NM""s"S^SUMMA2Dep..jO.led^RghLY.cfr..f0.M^^
inbndtbBOSfromS^¥ttekriSClgJishdHold»EofSCUPPwjthileftturns).
Crossing^^^
EnrouteSFOtoLAXAsfiled
teifiiNMJ_f^DaytonVORjdrdJo_Cross.5p^
Given"HDGvctrs7"a'"25bKt'spdrstrctn..Jj^...a_db_toJ2000_.
CanaJFCIrncj^em
TOOOOdsndnoVcirinctoLGAVOBrdltoJiM^to6000
25NMSEofSJCRwy30LLOC-Dscndngtomaintain10000
AssnodAltFL350VATCclrdtoFL270tocrossFL290in2minsorless
inCruiseatFL330usingFMSandAutopilotVMEMCntrclrdtoFL350
AppchngDFWonBOIDS9AnACTmctocrossPIVOTINTXNat11000and250kts,
SJC"4Pep.AVENALTrans.dbmTaintainFL230\Crs005degRofSJCVORatpr__b_rw,5.000„
SJCTDep.AVENALTrans.dhwiiiraFFL230\Ct8005degRofSJCyOR_at_pLMw..5Q0Q,
Ciird"fromFL310toFL350
AtFL370drddirecttoJ___ancock\menmcWJo_F^
rnltiailvdrdtocrossKUBBSINTXNatlOOOQNcntrjr_chngd„c!mcjc_J.10g.Q.
climbandmaintainFL220
Dp'rltb^o'rdonsvllle""VORonJ75RteVApprox20NMSWofGVORacftstrtdslg_,Lturn..:J3_§«Li-ttn_
drdtocross25NMNESAXVORjAJTOOO.
ClimbtoFL310
Cm"p'itd'"VNAVdscn"t"'toFL270-Grven.„
En'rtfl>"MIA-PCA-usingoffsetLNAV"for"fSTMSPev-clrnctocross40NMISpf„CVLaLFL33g„
JFKRwy31L-Kennedv1dep.BreezyPoint,dp
CJ'rTviaPradoPepfrmRwy26R-clb16'2O06-LclbtrntoPPZVORXAcfthad,,cpt_r/»ctrcLPjrbjms_
duringclboutfromCVGapprox"l3-146o6-clbngtoFL230\clmcdirectHMVrstrctnto,19000
dmc:20NMWofAMLVORat11000
CibnoenrteTUS-LASoutofFL230assignedFL290forcrossingtrafficatFL310-FHedatFL350
PepfromCLE-LAX-cIrdtcTcibto"6000onvctrsNat5000clbng2800fpmcirdflyhdgintrcptalrwy
FL410,about110NMSofRICdrncfdscndtocross80NMSofRICatFL270\ltrexpdtthruFL350
EnrteSAT-ATLatFL330
SJC4rwy30LdepusingJ^.„noying..^forLNAV-1stturnat,4NM

BigSurProfiledscntSFOrwy2lT-apprchrigMenlo-clrdtocrsMenloat/abv4000&170kts
ApprchnoPFWfromSWassigned11000&deleteSPPSonSTAR
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CrewAction
PrgrmdFL25025SofPVP-beganPesVCrewdistractedbyF/A-MealsVAcftslowed-leveledoff

Asfildexpctdinrcptof143SEAradialfrm130hdgthentoSUMMA&depasfiled
FL410entrdMCP\FL410entrdCRSpage&ExecAHdgvctrleftto340atFL406\ClrddrctMeinz

CalldupHoldonFMS\HolddpctdSoffixwstndrdrighttmsXdrctentrytoHoldfrmSw20NMIgs

AutopilotcpldVMCPprgmdfrAltCptr&HPGTrkNAnti-lceslctd\4000'rateofclbtomntn250kts

PrgrmdFMCforcrsngrstrctn/verlfiedonFMCCPU
FlightplanwasAfterAVE-J1-LX\FMSacceptedroutingwasAVE-J1-KLAX(airport)
PFcmptddstncfrmKLINEVORsinceacfthadpssdPaytonVORVPNFreddtdfrmPaytonVOR

EnteredCUN-ATLcmpnyrteXdprtd&tmdoncrse011degRtowardsROBININTXN
PFdscndngthru5000to4000assgnd\PFdidnothearAltrstrctnwhendrdtoVOR
PrngdscntcrewreviewngAppPitforILSAppch-acftdscnddthru8600\Altcrrctd-ATCadvsd
Captinrtdscntw1700"fpmthen3000fpmUhenprgrmdFMS-chngddsntmodefrmvertspdtoother
SlctdFL350onFMS-engagdVNAV\F/QchngdAltAIrtSlctrto35000\Acrtbondscnt1000fpm
Indsntwithautoplt-IASmode&11000armd\at12500ATCrqsttoxpdtdsntMncrs1500to2500fpm
SlctdFIXpageofFMCXentrdSJCVORforcontbrng/dlst\Passing6000&clbngfastVATCcmplnt
5000setandarmedInPFGS#2\AltAIrtat5400-clbngat4000-5000fpmWPdscnct-lvloffat6300
FMCinFLCHModeNnewAltstetd"'on'"MCP-"FMCWfArmAnnunc-systemdidn'tchngtoAft.Cptr
BothcrewattmptprgrrnFMCwdscntinfcAacfttmd90Rto180hdgVswtchdtohdgmode&turnE.
PFusdv/s-clsdThrtis-extnddspdbrksfr"rpddscnttomkealtfstrctn\entrdnewrstrctninAltwndw
PNFset220InMCPVPNFackFL220NPNFleftATCFreqtogetATISinfo\acftMdatFL230
Pitssawcrserrorasacft8NMoffcrsXTumto270Peginit-acftrtrndtoJ75cntrlne
Inserteddowntrackfixincptr-checkedbycrewforaccuarcy
Acftclimbedthroughassignedaltitude(31000)stoppedclbmanuallyat31400
Ackdmc-resetAftAlrtronMCPto24000-PulledupCrzpageonFMC-entrdFL240&Exec
Fixcreated/enteredintoVNAVonacrossingrstrctn-Topofdescent(T/P)pntcreatdbycmptr
tnfi'dT""toCRI-PNFsTctdPrctfo"CRTinCPU-PFfllwdcmdbarstoCRIwhch,shwd_rtrt_ahdc_nH§l^
acftclbdstrtahead"to4boo-fbrgot2000Lclbngturn\dstrctdbycptjr/elec__prbjm^
Nav'cPtrPrgmdDirectHMWchhgdto29.92atI8000\didnotresettrgtAltonAltAlrtrtonewalt
didn't"meetrsfr'ctn-l^6oo_at_20NMWAMLVORduetoslospooluptimeofcptrtocalctime/rate
atarndFL260gvrtPrctBldrCtyVOR-PFstrtdsetupdrct(mav)\PNFchartwrk-1000'Altwmghrn
PNFnewhdghdgbug-slctdLEGSmpagejp_rgrmdJntrcpLgnwrnngat6300
Dscndngthru350'to"270\c^&mn*n
FMS""Nay_iT_S^prgmrteintrcptonFMS-PNFdsenggedA/Ttocpynmbrforengtog
used""VbR/PME""tb"chk"dstn'c^
Captthghtjc|rnc^^at/biw™^6o-dTsc^
PFselectedPftchmbdeon"FGSi-A/P'thrupitcF^seekstomaintainspdattimeofslct
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AcC'strtd_clb_22sec,aftrdataentry\CntrlrissuedhdgyctrforseperationatFL406-approx4mins
HSi'shbwdthatacftwoufdin_<_pi____te^^sh'dbechngd

Narrative1
JJIJIJEji^distractedbyF/A-meals

Cntrir"saTdMqThwa_^Ejaf_^^re-enterHoldatSCUPPINTXN
35.5"NMSWBLPLAXCntrrqstdPMEVFMCindctd42NmSWNcrewyrfywrawdatafrmnavrcvr
Crew"mistakenly"entrdJ1toKLAXIhstdfoTJ1toLAXVJ1doesn'tgotoKLAXNCmptrprgrmdPrctrte
Rc'WlLi^NM_N_and_passi,ng,F.L260\infrmdcntrlrcouldnotmakerstrctn
Acftlpasse^^
Crewfai'iedtoverify"clrncwithCUNtwrbefrePepVdidn'tcrosscheckwithpaprwrkfrmfiledfitpin
FoMhis"airlinePNFsuppsdto'"set'AirAt^inAltChngsPNFdstrctdbyF/A
VNAVcptr/cltrfailedtoprovideAltAlrMutopilotfailedtocptr
Acft'"lvldoff"atFL320\Cptslctdvertspd-thenfitIvlchnoAdploydspoilers-dsnddthruFL240
inchknoFMSItshwd"3500not35000\TheFMSdidn'ttakelastOordrpppdlast0
WhenV/SslctdonFGPdrppdoutofA/P_annunc\dscnddto10600at2500fpm\clbbckto11000
CrewsetPep"crrnc""'Alt-FL2301'n'A'i'rM
ComplicatedSIDwithtowerAltrstrctnthanissuedbyATCclmc&Highin|tclbrate
At'"app'rox"34800Aft"Cptrnotah'n'uhcWP&A/fdscnnctVacft._!_!d__gfl_2_3P_OteLi^-^-.
SwtehcTtomanualVORandsee"at"44NMSEofHancockatFL370\ATCcldrdrctBradley-FLggO.
acOscndthru10000whighv/srateWP„d.SCTCJ-rcy.rd„a^^^
PNFin^tedjproTms_^MCP-ifsettodfastyoucanmisstheshallowdetentwknob
Firconttnu^jjsingj^
Busywapchoprtn&didnotnoticecptrfixchngfrm25NMto16NM\Mssdcrssngrstrctnby3000
SuspectFMCcptrmalm'ctn-chkd'T:'c":"R:IRS's-LrcTTR:autopildts\Conti"ruj^toBWImanually,.
Plt'thghtA7PFPTnVNAV-expctdstrtdscntaftrexec-AcftIvidoffatFL270&frnsfrdtoAltHoldmde
Approx"70NMout,offsetcncid'&acftstrtdbcktoorgnlcrs\Approx3NMSof40NMfixcntrdid
CntrlrissuedvectorDmto220"Peg-asacfttrnd.MAPoifiHSI'sshftedandCRIVORshwdcrrct
PradbPeprqrslurndrcttoPPZ-signontxwyrqrs2000bfrturn-notonSIP-notinacftnavdatbse
crew"noticedat18800&dbngat3500fpm-roundedoffatabout20000-clbgbackto19000
Given2cdclmc5PMEWofAMLat8000-MelrJifctn,
acfTclbngthruFL290-FL300setinMCP-stppdclbatFL297-seprlossatFL295&dscndng
crrctdbackto600010-15secsVcont.fittoLAX-PItflyingmanual-noA/T;noFP;cmdbarsstwd
Captthohtthatrstrctntocross80SatFL270stillvalid\plt/cntrlrmisunderstanding
FMSA/PintoMacharspdmode-maintainsMachregardlessofAlt.-acftclbdthruFL334
problemmayhavebeenduetoimproperuseofautomation&lackofcrewplanning&coord
cntrlr"gavehdgbhndWPBforspcngVacftthentmdbackandcompletedapprch
acftstrtdto"'dschd-PFdiscnnctd"A/Pafter300'dscht-PFovercrrctedbv+300'\cntrlrgavenewAlt
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Narrative2
Acftslowed/tvld"off-"""probably.„du£_^
Crewlarguedjh^
Cre£~jg^^
Crflw"rfl"chckd""ch

C'ihptrgave"'directrtetoLAXarotfromt'hej^
FMScmptrinpt'mreaccrtefpr"_yOR"dwhs^
The"AltSelecfcapturedandthen^^dschctdonJ_morejeyej^—

FMC6"-5NM'dscrphcy^35SWBLDm^

crewcomplacencycausedfitonwrongairway.
PrcdrchngdsothatPNFsetinallAltchngs
Mujtji_ie^on_acft\6failuressvclifero-,67,_,hrs^
Dsntfstrcmddhavebeen"made"withV/S_sicLo^
SinceAltAlrtrSlctrwassetfor3'566'o-ther"e"washo25p^_^ng_oLJy.ng^Aft
MLGA/PdropsArmedAltfrequently\Oftenmissedbycrew
with
crewblamedA/Pmalfunction&ATCdstrctnforproblem

W™~**rZidhotrevAltAIrtuntil1000blw"2366"o\noAIrtforat/blw5000\need_5.000setwndw.

^P©arsJo___t.a„P_^
trbientrngas"filed"rte\trblent'r'hgd'schQn^
whtarijFVoprgrmd"PMS^also"ser'l'l000"F
whenmissettheAitcangotoeithersideofselected.Aft.
recommendthatallFMSgenerateddatabebackedupbyVORdata
Apprchcontrlrcalledtoaskfor"noticewhencrssngrstrcto____gannp_Lbe„met
Pitthoughthe"inadvertentlyactvtd"somethingthatwitsnpLJn^nded^Peac
Pitpshdbuttons-didnotchkrsphsaftrlhputbfrj_r<__h^
i'RURN^
BiolI^^
crewclaimsTm'^
acSoh"overshbon'ost""sepwithfother:"aefftfetufhedto..J^iM^U!tSLJ^^L^M.
crew"rconzdthaf't'i'melvuse/datafrom"automatictoayo,id__^rj^n_s_afte.Mr^^^^
MCPchngdfrom"290to30b\cro'w""awareManu"f'acturer'sbulletinonnons|ctd_MCP^sply.„chngs
commentoncrewstyletarewcoord.
differentunders"tandinaj___UtedJ.n.„.cpnfiict/resolvedby...}f^sJrom_cMm_
PEd!?JSg.a^^
Atj_Trew^^
jf6000seTin__F^
PF"'mlssed""turn"bh'"s'^pushingbuttonsonFMS-notflyingacft_—
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ABCDIE
1ReportiAccessionNumber

1:104874

Date
:8902

:8903

:8904

AircraftType
WDB

LRG
WDB

iOprtnlErrType
2:12

3:231:107421
1:107738 4:25

5:27:107916:8904MLGi

6:28:107922:8904LRG

7:30|:108107
:108361

:8904

:8904

rWDB
WDB|

8:32

9:34:108752:8904.WDBI

10:35:108763:8904.WDB

MLG 11:47:110142:8905

12:48:110413:8905WDB

13:50:110571:8905MJSi

14:51:110778:8905MLG1
15:55:111415:8905MJG|
16:58:112283!:8905MJSi

17:59:112881:8906MJS

18:60:112925j:8905.WDB

19:61:112939i:8906MJS

20:62:112968:8906

:8906

1RG

MLG 21:63:113210|
22:65:113594i:8906MJS

23:66:113722|:8906MJS

24:71:114289I:8906MJS

25:72:114392i:8906MJS
LRG"-", 26:73:114409):8906

27:77:116429I:8907LRG

28:78:116474|:8907LRG

29:79:116871!:8907MLG

30:80:116912j:8907MJS

31:81:117306:8907WDB

32:83:117395:8907MJS

33:87:118257:8907.WDB

:8908!1RG 34:93:119740I
35:96:119836I8908LRG

36:98:120121(8908MJS

37:100i:1207058908MJS
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o

6

8

_9_
10

11

12

_L3.
14

JUL
16

17

18

JL2-
_2JL
21

22

23

24

_2_5_
26

22.
28

29

30

31

32

_3JL
34

35

_3_6_
37

Clearance
ClearedtoholdatCOLAXINTXNonSCURRYARRintoDFW.
Clearedtoclbto16000;flyhdgof360tointrcpt349degradof...PIE&flyradoutboundVabpye10000
Ondsnt-ClrhctocirosssCEDAR"lJ^XrTs^DFUwT5bWto"mhth"i0000""ZZ_JI_____
ClearedtocrossCAPatFL290

AttopofDscntnewclrnctocross70EofCGTatFL240
AtFL390vicinityofCIEVOR,ZABclrdtoFL240,Pit'sDiscretionleavingFL370

DEPCNTLgaveheadingto,InterceptJ5...

DscntfromFL200to12000\Approx15000encounteredWx/CIrdtoctoss40SWLRPat12000
DscndngintoPHLusingAutoThrottleandPMSwereClearedto12000
ClrdafterTKOFtoclbonScourseofILS(164degrees!to15000
Ci'v'ET'"profiteD^LAXNCrbs'sihg'restrictionwas14000toCIVET
ClrdtocrsCEDESat1l666\at26bd6\bscndto23666how.dscretntocrsCEDESat11000/250
ACFTatFL370onFitPinKESSEL2ArrtCIrdtocross25nmWofKESSELat/andmntn25000
ReroutedfromAVEtoFLWwithTANDYArr
Clmctocross55DMESofKENTONat/orbrw270tomaintain240
BORDER3DepfromSANenrtPITAMadeturnatIPLdrcttoLVSNCrrctRteJ18-IPLtoLVS
WhileflyingLENDYTWOArrintoJFK-ClrdtocrsLENDYatFL230\LaterCfrclrdtocrsLGAFI190/250Kts
ClrdTKOFRWY31L&KENNEDYTWODep-JFKVLeftturntoCRIVOR-thenout176R-VctrstoCOATEINTXN
DepartedDCAonRadarVectorsfromZDC-CIrdto17000
ClrdtheKARLQ1ArrwithCrossingrstrctnof12000and280KtsatPLSNTINTXNVdrdto11000later
FitPin:OVETO8DirectDVC\Captread/Prgmd;pVETp8DOVECREEKtransitiontoDVC
OnClbto270/leavlng26.5.2MEgavePilotdiscretionto240
CmptrgnrtdFitPin:AVETO8.DIRECTDVCVRealFitPin:AVETO8.DVCTransition
birdtocrsapoint100SofBOILERat260\DelayihgvectorforspacingVCIrdDirect,to,BOILER-dscndto240
Xi'l-_,.__k_1_OAftrVM_*^In^»n»"""riiElA>t-TAfiananlmktnlaniimnirn1CnnO/ORDkfteuntilattuttsaA Clmc:turnhdg300Degtoinfrcpt__DFWJ_74_Deg_Rclmbto/andmntn16000/250Ktsuntiladvised
6h""clmboutclrd__jd6o6\Ar8bb6cWDirectJ>'6tTSTbWNJ^RJ"™_"
ArCRS_AOrd"CTS„D^^^blwFL230/abvFL170at_250Kt"s\AtFI260„ClrdPrflDscntDEN
Qjgc_]gro'ss___t___e__r^SAPPLETONVORat250"k"t's\56nmSW.19000.300
EnrtePHLtoCLErClmctocross10nmEYNGVORat24000
Clrnc:Hkjng-KRENAINTXN.aspblshd-11000\Rqstd/gmtdrttrns\newdrncHldngPOPPSINTXN
ClmctocrossMAJICINTXNat12000and250Kts.
GENDERATCclrncdifferentfromcompanyfiledfitpinentrdintoFMS/INSNAV
AtFL350dmctocross15EofALYMERatFL310
AtFL350.ExpctngclmctoFI390.PNFput390InFMCCruisePagewith35000inMCPALTwndw
AtFI250.clrdtocrossPLSNTINTXNat12000MSLand250Kts.
ZOBClrd:DIRECTMGWESLBUCKO2ARR
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A.
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JUL
11

12

13

14

15

JLfi.
17

18

JUL
20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

J3JL
J3_2_
33

34

35

36
37

I

Narrative1
PatternpnFMS/CDUdidnotmatchApproachPlate/C
CrewbusytryingtoenterVORRadialinCmptrVCmptronlyallowsfittoafix,L-,.hpt,_i_p_m__a_jix_
PNTbusywimcomm&otherdutiesVPN
At9nmfrmCAP,CENTERrqstdintntn\F/QmisreadDSNTPAGEas9nmtostartDscnt-notCAP
ConfusjonbetweenVictorandJetARWYSonHigh/Lowcharts\CommconfusionDepCntrlr/Crew

LR"p""datashwd"3l""^Autothrust/autopilotividbfTw/cTauto"thrust"
ApparentproblemwithaccuracyofPMS/Altimeter.system-approx300'discrepency
Crewreliedonautomatics(AltWarningandAutq.LevelOff)tp_giveindication_pfapproachingAltitude
Strt:DscntbasedonpMEreadngtoFUELERiNTXNVfijUTLOCDMENSmaFFONTih^nPFP^mtid'
When"^"""'"
ACFTcrossedvOR*'ar2610b^

ACFTfailedtoleaveFL370duetodifficultyentmgfixUunedENOVORmanuallytodtrmndlsttofix
ACFTffyng123DegoffFELLOWSwhenAutopilotrealzdACFTpassingSADDEtriedtoCptr

CaptfailedtocatchmistakeVCaptfeltthat"manual"VOR,,Nay.with,,refmcetohardcopyfitpinwldhip
CptcalledCtrforreliefVStopatFL290\NewClmcNCptbeganprgrmFMCpriortostartDscnt
CommconfustonAykld&FollowingTrackw/ocheckjngHdg\5:6nmNofCR
Expctdautopilottoleveloff-didnotreact\LGTFMCclmbsat2000fpmthelast100Q'\noseoyerlast200'
PassingPLSTNINTXNalt-15100\FMCbeganNavtoNextWPTACrewfailedtonoticeacftnotdscndngfastenuf
FMCmlsprogrammedBUTlookedexactlyright
Duetohighwkldcrewfailedtonoticeclmb(300fpm)\CntrCntririntervenedat28.5\AcftputinDscnt
NarrativedoesnotgivedetailsofdeviationorcorrectionorCntrlrintervention
Latej'frqntclrncchangescausejh'igh""wMalastchancepointofDscnt\crew/acftcannotcomply
AutopilotentrdAltCptr_Modeaprchng10000not16000\Autothrottledisregard250Ktspdintrvntn-acclrtdjo
MCPshwdALTHOLD&CLMBInV
AutopilotVNAVdidn'tCptr17000\Acftcntnddownto15700\clbInttdto17000at8.4WDRAKO
DuetounfamiliaritywithFMSCptunable,toprgrmFMS\F/QflewAcfttoALTbutnotSpdrstrctn
Acftcontinueddscntthru22000.leveledoffat21000afterCLECntrrequestedAlt
POPPSINTXNnotinFMCdtbs&slowchagetoVORmodecausedlateturnpastINTXN
PFthoughtVNAV"kickd-ofnCptthoughtPFdidnotpressVNAVSELECThardenuftoengage
Non-common"portionofflightpianinFMCdifferentthancirhc-resultedIn10rimhdgdeviation

AtTopOfDscntpointacftdidn'tdscnd\crewbusydldn;tnoticeprblmuntil20EofALYMER
AcftbegandmbtoFL390\Cntrlrrqstd"maintainFL350"acftreturnedfrom357to350
PNFnoticed_FMC|had..rniscmptdtheDscntpointVatFL2509nmfrmcrsngfixat.77MnotifiedATC
SinceAutopilotcoupledtoFMC.AcftturnedMGM-about90degoffcourse
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Narrative2

6

Crewbusywithcmptr-notwatching"ajHtude-mi^
Neither"crewmbh'itbred""fftpath\didnotcomplywi&jpimcftextr^^
C'pfforgpT'toteTRO"hewas"hotmonitqring\F/0...^
CpOrndteftto'TEXAPANDe^ChtrF)^
Crewrecognizedth'at'thevshouldhave"starteddesceh'r^^

A.Cptapparentlydidhotrealize""auto^ _j_-*-».>r.r:_••'£•—-•••••»•••••••••'„--»..-».-_._u!__-_A/*E_IV-_-_

|~AssahrhntofcTshgRstrctnonly10hmfromfix/usingNayajdJtwMnd..ACJF^
RelianceonAutomatics JUL

11

12

JL2L
14

JUL
JUL
17

1A

JL_L
_2JL
21

22

_2J3_
24

2A
26

27

28

29

30

31

32

_33
34

AA

ProblemattributecTtoa"malnte
PFD"sh^^b"ist""frm"LAX^2^
FMSAJborithmdoesnotoperateasexpected
CrewlulledInto"monitoringcompiacehcv"byautomattcs__anjd/p^
Chflrtshould"shbw"D"irect-ToSADDEduetocloseProxtoFEa6wsMiyyMO^Jnb_r_.
CrossingrestrictionfixwasInwrongsequenceinJRS
Needtomaintain"'vigilance^tF'au^.—-.__--
ACFTmadehtah'spd"dscnttomakeAftXcouldnotslowdown_tp?^
CewdidnotmaintainSituationalAwafeh^ •»""""'»'"''•"-.-•-------*-•-——-•'••••••••I!...........»--__._.A_._________AA___J_»_«••_»._*ft*%-4A

CrawstatthaTaltcnstrntentrdinVNAVclmbXcrew"hotsurea'cCwElhaye^^
As"ib^hasFMCbanNavtonxtWPTJallinfo"forPLSNTINTXN"rstrotn_,no_^ ••————..--•''_"*""*'_***"v_____•*,*__.__m________.—_.._____»r?fcj_^_*_-_*_*-•*-_»-*«_-_#Cm

PlTawarenessandbackupusingcbhvVOR/HSIDisplbconfirmcoire^
Problem"dueto""factlhatcmpfr'was'prgrmdforlowe'raltwhile'stl^

RqsVcntrirsuse'ehrtr *-•«•*•-•*-•••»•••••----••••—•-•"•••••••...*•••••••••••«•«««•.•—>*_»_~._**>*_i_"%_.••_..___w_-l_>__.__!*__.la-..-.•»--_--__-._-.#al_m--,A_>l-"4npfilfAlfl

Cprhli_i__m__huaify^entrdspdrstrcth'"^spdtbjnc^
F/Dc«htinued___p_m'arfunctiononnext2intermediateleveloMtto_aa^AJ^L^SL
NumerousstaticdischargesoffAcftconsideredcause
At"'ti'rn'e"orclmc7"AcftwasonVectors-bffLNAVc^urse\Cpt_nq^

c7e¥frW"to~e^^^t0'ateiS^^
pFsliileTd^hrs^nmahead'oT"'^
Crew7cc^ipari7"expectationdifferent'than"cnfrFclifB^^ OICVT/L»vniiMOnrb»(-i>»h»mvm*»....»»..-i.;j_y.;—.:.„...~.^:.;.-v--—si..A..^......r........7...—•—..........-_!"•••——••"••••'-—=»erinfin

nm^strtaddscntat4000fpmwithspdbrakes-couldnotrna^
craw^aterFMait"evenif"MCP^^
pFluhe'anhnvfGW'VOR'toverifv"'hdgVZOBcalled'to'veirifyhdg\acft""turnedtocorrecthdg
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38

39

40

41

42

M:Deyiation._gy^^^ Anueviaiiwi.\j»oi»iiw»js/!._..y«2ses.,.!i_»_—_•_•__;r

TOwwTn^^ ......——...—.~-~_--....j-.™---___i_•—.-_»uniaraflanmhihftOflrOS
43Fit"deviatedfromDEP_procedureand„a!mpsL.enteM
-^-Airdev"i"ati__n_A
45

AltrtaviationAltUnaersnoi.urossngrsuuuiiiw_j___LU^H_t_is!S!J~z—~~

46Acfttrackheading"deviation
........:-—........-..--__•-....B-uuntili-tminrlonhvATC 4747ACnAllL/Bviauuii-uuoan»i•••-™...»jLv_-----g^r^j-=~-r^r^'wir'ATr*

4T~Ac¥7eajrv^^^^
_4£_AltitudenPeviSBoiKAi-rfT^wiriMrshoiMQn.__d__gcen|
50

___!
52

_5_L
J±
_i_L
56

57

58

59

___&.
_f_i
__L_L
.61.
64

Acft"inhighrateofclimbovershbYas"s'jghed_^ltUi_dgL Acninmanrateoicnmuwvoimwiog,„____-»_a»_«-—.—gy._-••__xpp»ti\/c11
Hoidinadmcissuedtoapoint50nmbe.hJn_JjicftJLU.rren___^
Acft"fitcrewuses'computerfitplaninmSJnst^^
„...„_„._-_.....,....n..„.....™.™.____._._i>!4.._Iarn-trlsttlnn
AcfTAItdeviation,didnotmakealtitude_^estrict!on.
AltitudeDeviation.Overshootinclimb.
gs_-5^'sa____&s--j-te-^^ gfri'-jg55^•'-.r———-n_--'«_-i_"i:i—m-...Mmnnt_rw_t_hanicTrackerrorresults

Acft"AifDeXia^^,nPM- AcftAltDeviaton.unaersnoiahcj__»j__y_j__s_!iM^

AMtu'̂ AitDeviation.Descent"crossingrestrl^^^

Aircr'aft"fa'lstomeetcrossingrestriction,indescent—

Sa^_^^^~^ln-d^^itr^finsuHlclentleadMm.lorTop-OtDscntbyFMS
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38

39

40

41

42
43

44

_4£
46

47

_4_L
_4JL
50

JLL
52

J__L
54

AA
56

___Z_
AA
59

_____

61

62

63

DepartedSJConLOUPEpep__1ureyyith5000altituderstrctn
lst.C!mcj_Ds^322/25Rx7"R"Ftu7bs"
P.n„r.!r._m_Lchng...spd...290„to..21^expctdAlt-IOOOOprior"todscnt"to"80b6-6nProfHeDscht'
Q.hJ.ky.FJJFOUR....A^fromFMCcbhtrblleO
Clrdtocross40NMW_pfLINDENVORtirm¥niaihTL276
NoiseAbatementDEP„ent__rej_n^^0DME)"
ClrnctocrossHOLEYINTXNat11000
Comj_a__^"DCACLE'i"""
AtFL350nearBLD.ClrncDIRECTJp'HlE^flriaFrte
At12000.clmc:corssingrsstriction7000rhsOo"hm'~DMEoutofCharlotte
CruisingatFI390receivedClrnctoFI410
CljOLSLSURprfjdscntRWV28.Rstrctns:Crs_'ANJlEj^ahwMgg^r-TSKUNKblwl20/abv''Toor
Ondepartureclearedtoclimbto12000
AtFL260.madeleftturnbdcto55nmfixtoentrhbldingXATCbirdto"'FL250/madechh'b'/putinMCP"
E-O.loadedcompanycomputerflightplanwhichwas"differentthah'"cTmc\di^dmaMart
NotSpecifledlll

AtFL330.clrdtocross80nmSofRICVORatFL270
ClimbingusingFMSwithIntentionoflevelinQaTFL330
Clmc:flyV526toWAKEMINTXN.V526hasdogleolurniatLPAERINTXNpriortoWAKEM"
OndptrCharleston,clrnc:Turnleftanddredoncourse.
Clearancetocross60nmWofFNTatFL230.FNThqt'bn^^
____FL240_c|rd_toFL190,thendrdgfyencrossingrestrictibhs"^PMDi"'-"'l366dnA"N"N'̂8000™
ClrdDirecttoHDRCImctocross20nmNEofHDFat"14066
ClmcFL410toFL350\HoldWatJENNOINTXNaspblshdvaicftchrtsshwdnoholdptrnatJENNO
ClrnctocrossSWofABEat13000
Assignedturnfrom260to220deo\250Kteat7000:then210Kts:Then170Kts

64lAtFL370clrnc:Altcrossingresrictionof10WofSTILLWATERVORat""FL230
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38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

____.

47

48

_____

AA
51
52

AA
_5t_L
AA
AA
A2-
AA
59

_6JL
61

62

63

64

CrewplacedclearedaltitudeintheMCPw/oVNAVaL3:.350pjp.rn ........«««aJ_.._._..««*..««-.—_...„...................^.".-.__._____,Aft._k._h_-._-il_4If

SVJvfhot^^ —.......__.„..„_.........—..*»...........___•••••••••---•--••_•••••,____r\.._.anMlnnoCUnneaeAlt

Discb""nad"vNAv7
fmd'Ws^^^
Crew~dtea"rr'eerbh"h^ ....•••......._..-••***...**...--.....««••.••••••••.•-••-•••«*«___________•___i___________-_._.l^-___•___!_»#__J_ml/ooqi^aai

H

Strtd""lS"turh™r^--.
PrarrndTMC^hd"^1i666onjMCP-t^
CmSroTeTi^bTd^^
E'h't^_HEC^irrFM'GhWevei_.elimlnatedBLDJ-entered^
Cptlt^TsiM^FMC/Autopjtot,,,^
CaptloadedAltih_MCP_-didhotenter.inJFM.C
pfelmlj^athd^
At"j1000calied'iOOO.At1186'o"'ciimbihgJA^^JmsL^^S^LMJ&J^^.
C're~rbuw"sh1)"wThii_^^
AcftNavon"ji"2"l'"NboundinsteadofJl'65„due_tq..MQflfl^

CrowattemptedtofollownumerouTdeiiLajices;^ y*r^rt9«m^^**y,^^~«^-^""""-^»^»^wn*****^.•%..»•____•_«_.j_-.__»—._*__ft*mI«_\_4_#Inntnanattninf*lmn

&gS*"^
F^ctof^^
Jrt^-CbmigNAV^
F/O'rlrb^bdiri-'DIre^ ™>_J__*__SSJ£_.M--•••••.._.••.....~~-r~-~~~r-~~-_•_«/»^.iakaeatnlnnrftnfiniiroitftlltWill_
Sfft^bt^ y.^r.s»_^~:»y..v~~.~™^™-i-_r—~-~~":-'2:^_r;~^__£_*.____....wi__aw-4i«.«u___*«»__••__iinohlatnmootnamdscnt
E"htrdnFU90""in''FMC^^
IhtrdH^
PuTjTENNO^ .„„....«.«««_._.....«««-—....•••••-«-••••«•---««•••*----•-••••«-•_j__________..*_»_•llti_**4COAA

CapTstarteddscntwithlullspjbra^
AcCwas'"b'h""a'utoandChange^ .....h..-.—*•»•"—•-"-""••_.....—......«««..-«--«.*.___A__.i-_._-._A./•_4EDO_>_»ft»_%_in\AQiieaf
Acnwasonauiopnuionu**»ai>yH?„.^y.^s...£:i!^..vY.^^^.............—r""_;—r__~ir

DJSitfciSi^^withenoinei(1.1EPRrstrctn)causedlatestartofdscnt
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43

44

AA
JUL
47

AA
AA
AIL
51

52

53

AA.
AA
AA
XL
58

AA.
60

Mjy^O-L<--trtrj^leveledoffat5300
e.nfrd.SVM3^
P.!Uojgpt_.mc_d.Oo._wa^^^
_&n_-J_£tt!_LJ^__
gffiaUSggljLJ^^appfchto"accompiisrth™e"""clrnc"

A.U.O_.nm„fro_mINTXNand13000high^12506"
situMon_.wpuJO.ayo„^hadclTed^tbJro^
Ac^tome.OLQm„appro_c^.1^^
Cptbusymissedthetimelystartofdescentandmisiffi^by700'
H!?J*!Lh.adjro^^meacft~didnot"clmb"
Whi.!e_put_p__VNAyautopilotwiirhbt"'ievelbff'lbrAN^^^
gutmtdacftapchwithin3-400'ofslctd"alt"at4066'"fpm.siwr"rate^
F/Q.cnfrmdthatCntrlrknewheIssued"clrncbehind"the"acfftThlsclmc-highwkl'dltofeprgrmFMC _^_r____t___a_4_%_»ft-J___l_ll>•____>___-_______.___________._._.___(•__._J_ttr-_.•____»_»a__•__................""^'''•"••-•••™_""'"™-~-"»»««w»«««

Pxey_J_^iL__H.Lus.!.ng___^^2NY"CntrInquired"aslb"Nav"path 0_~a«___i_-__-__•_-_.•__«__>_*_-___•_»____.»______J___.___.__J________________i•_.__._-____-_"""***•-«•-..•-••«•......—....,*_»_*..„.............«K^..«„,
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